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Citizens To Vote On
Local Option Tuesday
Kathy Stubblefield And Ernie
Williams Featured, Production
Murray State University's blefield was active in high school
Readers Theatre production of In NFL events.
"The Pot Boiler" features two Williams, a junior majoring in
from political science, history, and
students
University
Murray, Miss Kathy Stubblefield ppeec_h, is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Williams of North 12th
and Ernie Williams.
He will be reading the
iltreet.
of
Miss Stubblefield, daughter
of Mr. Ruler, the hero of the
part
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Stubblefield,
play,and was also a reader in the
Murray Route Five, is a freshChristmas Readers Theatre
is
This
speech.
man majoring in
production.
her first Readers Theatre
Described as a playwright's
production in which she will be
nightmare,"The Pot Boiler" is a
a
Wouldby,
of
reading the part
one-act comedy written by Alice
young playwright. Miss Stab
Gerstenberg. Directed by Mrs.
Polly Zanetta, the production is
set for April 20 and 21 at 8:00 p.m.
In the auditorium of the United
Campus Ministry on North 15th
,
45
,
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,
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5411:414%/.44444.•401,46•014
,
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Street.
Kentucky: Generally fair and
Other readers in the pneduction
nild through Tuesday. Highs are
Arensman,
Jeanie
upper
the
in
:oday and Tuesday
sophomore, Metropolis, Ill., Jan
70s and 80s. Tonight upper 40s Hammond, junior, Louisville;
and 50s.
Lesley Witherspoon, freshman,
EXTENDED FORECAST
Carmi, Patrick Milam, junior,
Kentucky: Widely scattered' Detroit, Mich.; and Joe Tanuiey,
showers or thundershowers, with junior, Willingsboro. New Jersey.
warm days and mild nights. The assistant director is Ronne
Highs mostly in the mid-70s to Zinn, senior, Memphis, Tenn.
low 80s. 'Lows in the upper 40s
The Pot Boiler" will be
and low 50s.
preceded by a satirical reading
an Shakespeare's "Romeo and
Juliet" by Jeanie Arensman and
RHO CHAPTER
Alpha Delta Kappa Rho Katie Kidd, both of Metropolis,
Chapter will meet Wednesday, UI
April 21, at seven p.m. at the The public is cordially invited
Bank of Marshall County. Of attend. There will be no adHostesses will be Maybelle mission charge, Mrs. Zanetta
said.
Walker and Veeda Miller.

Referendum Will Decide
Legal Sale Of Alcohol

Residents of the city of Murray 6:00 o'clock and will remain open
will go to the polls tomorrow to until 6:00 o'clock in the evening.
decide the local option question. County Court Clerk Marvin
The issue rose when a group of Harris said that a heavy turnout
Murrayans petitioned the County of voters is expected.
ourt to have the question
The Murray Local Option
brought to a vote by voters in the
Committee with John dile as
city.
and the
Polls open in the morning at spokesman for the group
Calloway County Dry League are
the two organized groups involved in the local option issue.
The Dry League is headed by
Wayne Williams.
Both groups have waged a
Ratio Stakkielleid
vigorous campaign with the Dry
League advertising extensively
By ANDREW REESE JR. on the "evils of legalized liquor".
JACKSON, Miss. (UPI 1—Civi1 The question has brought a wide
Rights Leader Charles Evers response from voters, with most
vowing to make Mississippi a letters to the editor in the Ledger
model for the American dream,and Times coming from the
launched his campaign Sundayl county residents who will not be
as the first black candidate for
(Continued on Page Ten)
in modern Mississippi
governor
Hardly a day passes but what
history.
we learn something new and gain
Evers, the only black mayor
respect for some segment of our
a biracial town in the state,
of
every day living.
was unanimously nominated to
enter the 1971 gubernatorial
Take yesterday for instance.
at a
statewide
campaign
political rally sponsored by
We helped sell the Shrine
Mississippi's biracial "loyalist"
Crippled Children's papers. Now
"Calloway County Soil -ConDemocrats.
we have passed such collection
f President
SPIES IN THE KY—Since the assassinat
am more than honored servation District has set its
"I
points a dozen times or more and
Kennedy, automatic cameras -(lower °scull) mounted
that you care enough to elect sights on top honors in the 25th
il
inft Wliams
fiof the WElite House
,
in the ventilating tutrets on the roo
always drop in some kind of
as your candidate for annual Goodyear Soil Concontribution.
Ono) in. WAShingioa have bee ;larding Against in•
governor in loll,- he tom the servation Awards Program,"
truders on the grounds, it wI learned recently. The
•
cheering crowd. "I will do Lowell Palmer, district chairSecret Service *o dn't comment.
Folks get the idea, in some
LETTERS,,,,, EDITOR
in my power to man said
everything
are
who
people
way, that the
aassoolitsimINSININIIIIIII•
make this state the kind of The district will match its 1971
are
doing the collecting
accomplishments with other
Dear Mr. Williams,
place America should be "
benefitting in some way. Weil,
I have enjpyed reading the
the state in the
districts
black
crowd
er
prednantly
A
they
because
are,
they
guess
we
varied and thought-provoking of rnor
than 2,500 persons competition sponsored by the
are trying to reach a goal and it is
letters on the alcohol issue soon to jammed into College Park Goodyear Tire & Rubber CornDenefitting to reach a goal.
be decided by Murray's local Auditorium,, adjacent
cke- PanY in cooperation with The
for Jath
llege to
National Association of Conelection, and I am sorry
College,
Anyway, there we were in the
servation Districts (NACD), he
you chose to remain silent. You .nominating convention.
same spot ourselves, yesterday
were certainly correct to label I The meeting represented the said. An independent judging
morning,and you take a different
this an emotional issue, but, after start of a bid by _bIrcks to win committee of conservation
viewpoint when you are on that
all, what would man and his state and county offices in this leaders will select the first and
end of the problem.
Four persons were injured at emergency treatibeht at the lacerations of the left knee and The four
persons were brought newspaper be without emotions? year's elections. Loyalist lead- second-place districts in the
• :30 p.m.-M-a headon collision on Murray-Calloway 1;011-nty leg, according to hospital of- to the
by ers predicted .more than 150 state.
hospital
on Saturday I think the emotions aroused
.. You stand there from 0: to Kentucky Highway 94, ten miles Hospital and transferred at 9:30
Each first-place district wins
this issue have been good for our Negroes would be running for
were
both
They
ficials.
admitted
evening
by
a
Blalock-Coleman
you
about 12:3e, your feet h
of Murray, near Brown's p.m. by a Max Churchill am- to the Murray-Calloway County
vacation-study
expense-paid,
county.
and
town
county
sheriff,
as
pe'sts
such
ambulance.
bulance to the Baptist Memorial
get hot, your arm aches from Grocery.
and are listed in Kentucky State Trooper Guy Nevertheless, emotions must supervisor, constable and the trips for its outitanding lanHospital
holding the papers and the
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. She
They were:
a
and
downer-cooperator
satisfactory condition this Turner investigated the accident ever be tempered with facts-cold state legislature.
collection can, etc.
James K. Hudson, age 44, Dexter was accompanied by her brother morning.
lwish to bring up Aaron Henry of Clarksdale, member of the governing board.
and
facts,
hard
between a 1966 Chevrolet sedan
and nurse. She suffered head
Route One.
been men- chairman of the loyalist group, Representatives from 53 winning
driven by Hudson, and a 1950 one that has not yet
The oalyAbitig that makes it His wife, Barbara Nell, age 24. in
tioned- bacon grease. After accepted a nomination to run conservation districts nationChevrolet
by
truck
driven
pickup
worthwhile is the knowledge that Their daughter, Rebecca Jean, Mrs. Hudson sustained a
research I have come to for
of wide will be guests at the 10,000House
the State
Boyd. Passengers in the Hudson years of
you are doing something for age its.
fracture of the right leg, a con.
that pork fat (ot Representatives. Henry, who acre Goodyear Farms and The
conclusion
the
car were his wife and daughter.
Harold Boyd, Jr., age 23, Murray cussion, and laceration of the
drippings is, we auo‘ace
(Continued on Page Ten
was nominated by Evers and Wigwam, resort hotel, Litchfield
Trooper Turner said Hudson
head, according to local hospital
Route Three.
Calloway white newspaper editor Hod. Park, Arizona.
liquor,
legalize
was
going
toward
Kentucky
east
Rebecca Jean' was given officials where she was admitted
include
one Menace.
The awards also
Carter III of Greenville,
Lake and Boyd was going west County's number
overnight. She was transferred
know to sop a s served for years as state recognition of the outstanding
been
I've
Two traffic collisions were toward
Sure,
Murray when the head on
by a Max Churchill ambulance to investigated by the officers of the
morsel or twp-though only
National cooperator who will be chosen
esident of the
the Western Baptist Hospital, Murray Police Department on collision occurred. Both cars socially, and I know that greet*
from the 1100 landowners who are
AdvanceOp
for
Asiociation
were
completely
be
to
reported
Paducah, Sunday at 8:30 a.m.
Saturday. No injuries were listed demolished. one of the oc- just ain't victuals without ant of Colored People enrolled in the local district's
Report cards for the second six
Hudson suffered a bruised knee on the reports filed by the ofBut if you could see (NAACP).
program.
weeks period of the second
cupants of the cars were thrown drippings.
and a chipped broken bone in the ficers.
the fatherless children I've seen,
semester at Murray High School
from
the
in
pinned
the
or
car
leg, while Boyd sustained severe
and homes broken by an early
will be issued today, according to
Cars involved in a collision at cars, according to Trooper
The special Shrine Edition of
heart attack- due to demon fat
the
of
principal
Eli Alexander,
2:55 p.m. were a 1969 Ford Turner.
the Ledger and Times was a
you'd never want to touch a drop
school.
Kathryn
with
today
charged
was
Boyd
by
drive')
Mustang
complete sellout according to Bill
again. Right here in our county
Parents are urged to examine Moffett who was in charge of the
Thienes McKenney of Hartford, driving while intoxicated, driving there are peor'eld ladies with
the cards, sign them, and have annual paper sale.. The Shrine
Ky., and a 1963 Buick special on a revoked operator's license, weak hearts and painful harden
the students to return them to the Edition was included with a
arid with having no registration
Jim McDill, assistant driven by Frocie May Miller
Dr.
4
school on Tuesday, Alexander special tabloid section 15repared
Road plates, according to Trooper arteries due to saturated fatin theTall
ternoo
p.m "The
n.
at
aWma
on"
2: book.
professor and director of 1605 College Farm
pork fat, bacon drippiris. Who National Library Week will -her
said.
Turner.
brPizpah Temple and Shriners graduate studies ft, the speech Murray.
knows how many lives are observe nation wide this year,
were out early Sunday morning and hearing department, Murray
The
stunted or ruined by overweight, April 19 through 25.
at 12th and Sycamoi, and 12th. State University, will be the
tlr
eiis
hgepilrndiel and the
urlsdnt:
, nA
yE
Police said both cars were
hoW
ebe
hard breathing, poor circulation- Calloway County Public Library ,,Th
and Chestnut Street with the speaker at the meeting of St. going west on Sycamore Street
-all causes by drippings. And I can will put a special emphaisi on
section.
Leo's Cooperative Preschool when Miss McKenney said she
hardly take my faintly into a libraires and reading an adMilton Jones, president of the Mothers to be held Tuesday, stopped behind the tractor-trailer
willhobuersil:n
an
g film,
meoD
l wn
'Th
th
,
liu
no
nghn
ut
and
restaurant without my kids ditional ieek.
Murray-Calloway County Shrine April 20, at seven p.m. at Gleason at the traffic light at 120 and The Murray Unit of the seeing the stuff and being tempMachine," will be the afternoon
The Murray Branch of the
thanked the generallioublic Hall.
Sycamore. The Miller car hit the National Hairdressers and ted by it. Fat people bump intc "Because of several programs feature.
of Club
Association
American
today for their response to the
planned the last week of April
Thursdpy, April 29, a film on
Mrs. Harold McReynolds, McKenney car in the rear end, Cosmetologists Association will them on the sidewalks.
University Women will meet
paper sale. "Eighty per cent of membership co-chairman, will according to the police report meet Tuesday. April 20, at 7:30 Even if some folks can enjoy and the many new books to' prints and print making will be
Tuesday, April 20, at 7:30 p.m. at
the paper sale income will go announce registration plans for .. Damage to the Ford was on the p.m. at the Holiday Inn.
drippings in moderation, never display,our library will celebrate shown from 9:00 through 11:00
the home of Mrs. Robert Sexton,
toward the cripple children's the 1971-72 preschool year. New rear end and to the Buick on the A color clinic will be presented did anybody any goo&lust harm. this occasion from Apri 19 a.m.
Johnson.
1705
hospital at Lexington, Kentucky" officers will also be elected.
front end.
Friday, April 30, there will be a
by Heil Beauty Supply and Bacon fat weakens the fibers of a through April 30, "said Mrs.
"Education For A Violent
librarian. coffee for all businessmen in the
with twenty
said",
occurred
Jones
collision
The
second
L'Oreal of Paris. Three guest community.
Why should we iaargaret Trevathan,
World" will be the subject of the
cent going to the
per
at 6:15 p.m. between a 1970 Buick artists will be preseuted.
Similar Name
freely allow it in our midst? I Wednesday, April 21, both story area. This will be to acquaint
program.
McCuiston P0114iarations for the show will hope the folks aroused by this hours
local Shrine Club." The local
will emptflPsize new people in the business world with
Rivera
Max
by
owned
Ross
who
was
Gilbert
The
of
proceedings
A report of the
club will use its 20 per cent in its named in the County Court report and driven by Sarah Sykes start earlier in the afternoon and
here alcohol question will go right childrn's books and .the film the books, -magazines and
the state AAUW convention held
work locally; in paying tsevel in Saturday's Ledger and Times McCuiston, c-o 641 Super Shell, the show will begin promptly at
on and drive this killer bacon fat "Thi Emperor's Nightingale" newsgspers the library has to
at Morehead April 2-3 will be
expenses for cripple children to is not the Gilbert Ross of 104 East Murray, and a 1970 Buick 7:30 p.m.,a unit spokesman said.
offer them.
Stein.
our of our county. Make Murray will be shown.
Mary
Miss
given by
Shrine Hospitals and other work Spruce Street.
Thursday, April 22, a filin Oh
LaSabre driven by Lillie Vance All members and non-members lean!
Over a thousand new books will
All members are urged,to
involving expenses ip connection
ytitchery will be shown from 990 he available during these two
-Farris of 1400 Johnston, Murray. pre invited to attend.
attend.
with cd.ple children.
Police said Mrs. Farris was
through 11:00 a.m.
weeks. They will be displayed
J. H. Adams
PLATE STOLEN
Beth , Moffett and Jones
going west on Peggy Ann Drive
April 22 and 23, the Kentucky prominently in the library tor
BASERALIc GAMES
MAGAZINE CLUB
thanked city officials and the City
Joe Dolchan of White Hall and was in the process of making
TREATED AT HOWITAL Library Association will hold its patrons who may • wish to check
No baseball games will be
Police Department for the Dormitory, Murray
a left turn into the driveway at
State
Doyle of Murray spring meeting at Kentucky Dam Lhem out.
Patricia
and
Kentucky
the
in
scheduled
cooperation in allowing the club University, said his license plate, 1205 Peggy Ann Drive, when her 'The Magazine Club will meet Route Six, age six, was treated at Village. Most of the library staff The slogan of ihis year's
of
week
the
Little Leagues during
to set up selling points in the city. Calloway County j69-568, was car collided with the McCuiston Thursday, April 22, at 2-39 p-.m. the emergency room of the will plan to attend at least one National Library Week is
June 14-19, according to Dr. Jim
A. W
stolen from his 1S4 Chevrolet car going east on Peggy Ann at the home of Mrs
"You've got a right to read.
Murray-Callaway Hospital on day of the session.
Frank, president of the Murray
GERMAN SHEPHERD
Russell, 321 North 7th Street
Drive
parked
the
Hall
in
parking
White
Frank
Friday at eletten a.m. She sul- Tuesday, -April 27, the noted Don't blow it." You are invited to
Dr.
A four months old German
Baseball Association.
the
be
will
Nance
Damage to both cars was Miss Maude
lered a lacerabon of the chin in a author, Mrs . Wilma Dykenman spend some time in your library,
said this wet being done so boys Shepherd female puppy is free to lot, according to the report made
reported on the left front and left guest speaker and her -subject bicycle accident, according to Stokley, will be at the library. especially during these two
the
to
Murray
PolicaDepartment
conservation
the
attend
a
pet. For inmay
someohe for
will be -Antiques"
side
at 8 40 a.m on Saturday.
Mrs. Helen Hodges will review weeks, Mrs- Trevathan said.
hospital aliicials. camp at ('an*çarie
formation call 436-4470.
. ••
--•
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Sp-4 Gordon C. Jones, grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin M. Jones,
915 Coldwater Road, Murray, has
been reported seriously wounded
In action while serving with the
United States Army in the
Republic of Vietnam.
The soldier is reported to have
stepped on a mine while on
combat duty and has injuries of
both legs and his right hand. He is
now in the Hospital Medical
Center in Vietnam. He was
reported wounded on April 13.
Sp-4 Jones, age 18, is the son of
Mr, and Mrs. Alton C. Jones of
Highland Park, Mich. He entered
the service when he was
seventeen years of age and had
been stationed in Germany
before being transfeerred to
Vietnam a short time ago.

National
s downed
innings,
lphia 8-7,
Diego 7-1
Montreal

10. Per Copy

The Weather

Evers Files
For Governor
Of Mississippi

Soil District
Sets Sights
On Top Honor

ed tion
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Accidents Are
Reporfed Here

Report Cards Are
Issued Here Today

Shrine Paper Sale
Complete Sellout
On Sunday Morning

Special
*... Events Planned
At Local Public Library

Dr. Jim McDill
Speaker At Meet

Murray AAUW Plans
Tuesday Meeting

•

•

Color Clinic Will
Be Held Tuesday

•
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Survey Turns Up New
Historical Attractions
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PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc. 103 N 4th St , Murray,
Kentucky aN91, Phone 75.3 1916
JAMESC WILLIAM
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or Public Voice items which, in our Advertising, Letters to the Editor.
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6tephenson Bldg , Detroit, Mich
Entered ciady at the Post Office, Murray,
Kentuctit
traressie
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ssof •
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$35 per viseeft.. SIM rre,yrionth By mail in Calloway and
adjoining counties 15 it me yes.
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f..11
sr- notions, $8 per year
The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Commissar,
is the Integrity of its NeWSPaP
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mission. Over 2000 sites and
attractions are listed in all.
"It
is
being
prepared
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The age specifically for the formulation of
a state historic preservation
of discovery will never end,
especially for Kentuckians it plan, which will enable Kentucky
to qualify for federal funds of up
seems.

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIKES PIRA

2
r,
•

homemakers.

Miss Judy Thomas of the-Murray IMO Setae'. PRA dhow
,
delegate to the national boroemoos a
in June at the state convenbon held at Losiimine.. Skteank
elected vice-president of the state dinglier.
'Births reported this week =hide a giri Mr and MA.SAM

xras elected

II

]raiig ana a (icy to Mr. and Mrs. DWIIII*NECIEY

20 Years. Ago Today
[
Waylon
d Rayburn. orrinanea Iamb aparnev. was today
Head Counsel of tbe gewOorky grindiction of the Woodof the World at the ccolvention bid m Louisville.
Deaths reopted are Mos Wiima Mot. age 15, ad Detroit,
., and B. L. Knight,&gel',of Hazel_
Pvt. Billie C. Hampton . son of Rev and Mrs. M. M. Hampton,
now serving at Camp Gordon. Va
Mr. and Mrs. Fonzo Hopkins are the parents of a son born April
at the Murray Hospital.

A host of preservation-minded to 50 per cent for the preservation
development of sites
Kentuckians have discovered and
several valuable, but previously recorded in the survey," Parrish
unreported, historic sites in a said.
"Technically, however, the
statewide survey conducted by
the Kentucky Heritage Com- survey will never be complete,"
mission with help from Spin- he added.
"It exists as a continuing,
dletop Research in Lexington.
Heading the list of the ongoing project for the comdiscoveries is "The Valley Pike," mission, noting both private and
a covered bridge in Mason state-owned historic houses,
County off Kentucky 10, newly buildings, sites and other
historical points of interest
cited in the survey.
throughout Kentucky."
While covered bridges once
Working in conjunction with
abounded in Kentucky, only 17
the Heritage Commission and
have been reported remaining
Spindletop Research have been
today. With the discovery of the
county representatives and
privately owned Mason County
committees in each of Kenbridge, however, the comtucky's 120 counties. The
monwealth has added another
representatives were selected to
souvenir of a bygone era.
serve on the basis of part inAdditionally, several old mills
volvement and interest in the
have lx-enlound. These mills do
preservation of Kentucky's
not include such well-known
heritage.
landmarks as McHargue's Mill,
Commenting on the survey's
located
in
Levi
Jackson
importance to Kentuckians,
Wilderness Road State Park.
Parrish said the survey has
They
mark
new
historic
already produced many results.
resources for the state.
"First, it has made citizens in
Early
commercial
type
the counties more aware of
buildings
have
also
been
numerous historic resources in
discovered, such as a unique
their own areas and surrounding
hatter's shop in Georgetown.
counties. Additionally, it has
"The survey is an inventory of
created initial statewide interest
Kentucky's historic resources,
and involvement in preserving
significant from historical, arKentucky's historical sites.
chitectural, as-chaeological or
"Ultimately it will provide the
geological points:of view," said
basis for the tarestoration and
Charles. E. Parrish, assistant
preservation of these invaluable
director of the Heritage Corndiscoveries," he said.

ible Thoughtfor Today
ttia
.6tt

by Carl Riblet Jr.
3;
—
There are some things we can
think of that we
1Lnow, with absolute certainty, will never come to
:
x•
"being. One of them is a man who, in company with
his wife, does not go stone blind when a set of
swining hips and flashing legs goes by. The other is
a woman who can pass by a mirror without looking
into it.

•

••-•

•

Copyright 1971, Los Angeles Times

Marco Island - Unique
Wildlife Sanctuary

Dear Editor:

cal scene. Man-made mangrove
By DEANE HELLER
islands, the construction of an
C'cntral Prtas Asaoevittoii
Artificial reef off-shore in the
Correspondent
Gulf of Mexico to attract fish
_MARCO ISLAND. Florida--into the area, andrian intensive
Mother Natuire is alive and well
study of fish food plants to be
on Marco Island in southwest
grown' in ,the. mangrove fringed
%Al OF APPROVAL—RtIbby, a 3-year
Florida's Tea Thousand Islands.
-old seal, has
'waters are all on the agenda.
made the Baltic Sea resort town
For South Florida. abutting
of Travemuende. West
Spinner'
s
staff
ia,already; deep
Germany, his home away from
the vast magnificence of the
home when he is .out
of
Everglades National Patk, is on in a study sampling the area
and more, Murray and Calloway
the water. After every swim,
he. takes a sunbath (top
waters
to
learn
the -health of
an ecological-c onservation
County built back and overcame
photo) on a large „rock near the
shore,.
the
area.'.
and
he
reports, in terms
sometimes
"binge" as is much of the na.4,11hont the aid of a WHISKY
ventures into town Robby's
special friend iS fisherrn
tion in recognition of the need of atquatic life.
an
Otto Buck (center). Tie seal
TAX. •
-It's
a
man
Made
usualty_
effort to set
has an audience
prgserve the nation's heritage
flower) when he slides bz.ck
present
I was
when
a
down to beach after visit
of natural resources. Conserva- up itsh management and, pindelegation appointed by the
tion is truly a way of life here. poiht what fish there are, where
The
Amanac
'Governor of our-State arrived
Interestingly. the Marco Is- they are, and even to evaluate
By United Press Internat
ional
looking for a location of a College
land Development 'Corporation. 'how many fisherMen there are
Today is Monday. April
19,
lders of the island resort based on Atattatical -data:• Spin:
in, Western Kentucky. After
toe 109th day of 1971
net' Said.
unity. is leadtrig the fight
co
'touring the area, they were met
,
The moon is between its
_to re
a balanced ecological
last 'April 15. 1971
by a hopeful crowd, and each
SPINNE
R
cited
•tecting both flora
instAncea quarter -and new phase.
Adults 97
where deep holes have been dug
delegate made a short talk
and fauna
The
d still providing
morning
stars
are NURSERY 8
in
various channels during
commenting on the cleanliness of
-the amenities
civilized living
dredging operations 'which not Mercury, Venus. Mars and I
our town and the courtesies
space. As a reini
arco Island
•
Jupiter
tally provide boat channels where
as one of the few p
extended to them. Competition
ned cornNEWBORN ADMISSION
The evening stars are
none previously existed and
Mercu- Baby Boy Jones
!
•nunities perhaps the
ly one
:Mrs. Connie was so keen betweep towns in
which
ry
have
and
also
-orovide
Saturn.
d.
deep
- whose development h
Kay Jones), Rt. 3. Murray.
western Kentucky, I ieel sure if
water refuge to save fish from . Those born
keyed to a biological map
on this day are
Murray
had been a "Wet" town
could
weather
•-ripiapt
s
which
under the sign of Aries.
Ailed to show preciaely wha
ten in the past hatie killed
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HAITI TRANSITION?—With

Francois (Papa. Doc) Duvalier seriously ill in Port au Prince, Haiti
capital, a
transition of rule to his son Jean-Claude,
20, may be in
the making. Duvalier was voted a lifetime
presidency in,
1961. Above-is part of a poster, thousands
of which were
distributed in Haiti last February when
he designated
his son as successor. Meanwhile his strongv.
.illed daughter, Marie Denise, 29, is believed making
the decisions.

ICKX SETS RECORD
BARCELONA :UPI)—Jackie
Ickx of Belgium sped around
the 2.3 mile Grand Prix Course
in the record time of one
minute, 25.9 seconds Friday
during trial runs for Sunday's
Spanish Grand Prix.

CAPR I

With sincerity,
0. S Wall
Route Six

Though I have never lived in
the city of Murray, I have spent
my entire life of more than four
score years just outside the city
limits within sight of the courthouse. Since childhood I have
iittended Sunday School and
%lurch service in Murray. I have
been a member of a Murray
Church for more than 60 years. I
went to school at Murray High
when the gradnating class
numbered only three. I have seen
Murray grow from a population
of a few hundred to what it is
today, so I believe I can rightfully
call Murray my home town.
I remember soon after the turn
of the century when Murray was
threatened with destruction from
the hands of "Night Riders". I
saw the arrival of the State
Guards that were called to
protect the lives and property of
our town and county, about 50 in
number all armed and on horseback. I saw the courthouse
burn and helped to save the
Clerk's Office, which was a few
yards from the main building and
contained all of the County
records. It was saved by a bucket
brigade with the only water
supply being a well with a hand
pump in the court yard, the only
water supply for the downtown
shopping center. I saw Murray
High School burn. I saw Murray
survive the depression of the late
20's and early 30's. All of these
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U.N. NOMINEE George
Bush, former Texas . congressman, looks a bit disturbed as
appearsbefore
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in Washington. President
Nixon
wants him to be the U.S.
ambassador to the U.N.

'
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iliarriage (1956) of

GRACE KELLY
American Actress
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PRINCE RAINIER III
of Monaco
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3months ago
Rabbit Angstrom ran out
to buy his wife cigaret
tes
He hasn't come holm yei

COURT-MARTIAL has been
ordered for Capt. Ernest L.
Medina (above) in the'My
Lai massacre after a „year
of investigation. Medina,'•
34, is from Montrose, Colo,
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Get all the easy-haul
features at an easy-price.
• Five loading doors
••Six feet of floor space
• Fully reclining buckets
• 4-speed all-synchro
stick shift or optional
automatic 3-speed
• Safety front disc
brakes
• 96 HP overhead cam
engine
Drive a Datsun
then decide.
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Isn't It The Truth!

"The difference between a mirror and a woman is
that a mirror reflects."
—Maxims of a Bachelor.

HAITI

44 1

AMOCO

town as I have.

Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth
▪ to life, and few Mere be that had ft.—Matthew 7:14.
Following Christ isn't the easiest way of life, but it is certainly
:the most rewarding. Take up your cross and follow Him!

•
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By Shanna Columbus
State News Bureau
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Miss Donna Gray Clayton, age 16. died ucs
ftahrdition.
The Calloway County Fair will be he Jec a smaxintuatr-ia_
Road this year.
Mrs. J. A. Outland of Calloway Comm eese ture2at Mance
director of the Purchase District of the Kermarx, Flitimal
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Bullets and New York Square!
Off In Seventh Game Tonight

McLain Hurls 3-Hitter
For Senators Sunday

By MARTIN LADER
By FRED DOWN
turnovers, and we should be after being held to a 55-49
my mind was that I threw him innings for the Orioles, was the
Writer
Sports
UPI
UPI Sports Writer
ready to play better up there halftime lead. Los Angeles hit a
the same pitch once last season winner.
In a series where the home than we ever have on Monday." cold spell in the third quarter,
-Ex-Stanford star Steve Dun- and he almost knocked down
Carl Yastrzemski's second
court has meant a difference of The Bullets, bolstered by the scoring only 17 points, and the
ning upstaged Denny McLain a Washington D.C. Stadium with
homer of the season provided
points a game so far, the return Sunday of forward Gus Bucks took a 15-point lead into
29
bit Sunday but it's beginning to it
the difference in Detroit and
New York Knicks would appear Johnson to the lineup for the the final period.
look like Bob Short will upstage
The California Angels beat gave Sonny Siebert his second
to be strong favorites to roll first time in the series, ran Greg Smith led Milwaukee
American League critics a the Minnesota, Twins, 5-4, the
straight victory for the Red
By DAVID MOFFIT
Baltimore tonight and away to an early lead and were with 22 points and Law Alcindor
over
Laid.,
won
Monsan$150,000
the
whole lot because of his Oakland Athletics downed the
Sox. Siebert held the Tigers to
UPI Sports Writer
to Open Sunday and, since qualify for the National Basket- ahead by 20 points, 70-50, with and Bob Dandridge added 20
acquisition of the ex-Detroit Chicago White Sox, 11-2 and 6-1, five hits and two walks. Dean
PENSACOLA, Fla. ( UPI)ball Association final playoff 8:29 left in the third period. each. Happy Hairston scored 27
Tiger 31-game winner.
the Baltimore Orioles blitzed Chance, the former Met and Gene Littler will be a commuter that's the first tournament he's
the Milwaukee Bucks. The Knicks were suffering points and Wilt Chamberlain 23
against
won
in
two
years,
that
earned
Short's peers laughed, and the New York Yankees, 11-6, one-time Cy Young Award
in the Tournament of Cham- him a berth in the T of C, Baltimore deadlocked
the meanwhile as team naptain for the Lakers, who were
even Washington Manager Ted the Boston lkted Sox nipped the winner, allowed only three hits
pions this week, thanks to a which just happens to be played best-of-seven semi-final at three Willis Reed, the man who must crippled by the losses of Jerry
Williams protested, last Octo- Tigers, 1-0, and the Milwaukee in eight innings in his third
little side trip he took on his this year at Rancho La Costa, games each by ripping the
be effective if they are to win, West, Elgin Baylor and Keith
ber when the Senator clubowner Brewers beat the Kansas City effective appearance of the
way home from the Masters.
Knicks, 113-96, on its home couldn't overcome his knee and Erickson.
Calif.
acquired McLain m a con- Royals 3-2, after a 2-1 loss in year.
Jolla.
Littler, who lives in La
court Sunday afternoon, but the shoulder miseries and was held Chamberlain, who received0
troversial eight-player deal. their doubleheader.
the
Royals shaded
The
just 30 or 35 minutes sereies shifts to New York to three points and four standing ovation from the
That's
Some of Short's co-executives
In the National League, it Brewers in their opener when
from my house," Littler bea- tonight for the seventh and rebounds in 26 minutes.
Milwaukee crowd when he left
claimed he had bargained away was New York 5 Pittsburgh 2 Paul Schaal led off the ninth
med. "I really hadn't expected deciding game. The Knicks
Earl Monroe of Baltimore led the game with 1:54 to play,
the guts of a ballclub for a and Pittsburgh 2 New York 1, with a homer giving Tom
to play in it, just be a eliminated the Bullets from the all scorers with 27 points and summed up the feeling of many
sore-armed pitcher and Wil- Atlanta . 5 Philadelphia 4', St. Burgmeier his first win of the
spectator. It couldn't have playoffs in each of the last two Dave DeBusschere had 24 of those who have seen the
liams lamented, He gave Louis 4 San Diego 2, Houston 8 year. Tommy Harper singled
Major League Leaders
worked out better."
years, going on to their first points for New York with Bucks perform in the playoffs
away the whole left side of my. Los Angeles 6, Montreal over with the bases filled in the 13th By United Press International
Littler, a lithe, 40-year-old NBA championship last season Frazier adding 22.
when he said, "Man, MilInfield."
Cincinnati 3-2 and 5-3, and San inning to give Milwaukee's
National League
veteran of 17 years on the pro after being extended to seven Milwaukee had little trouble waukee's going all the way.
Well, that left side of the Francisco over Chicago, 5-1 and under-rated relief star Ken
G. AB R. H. Pet. tour zho is known for his' games by Baltimore.
in its finale with the Leiters They're going all the way."
infield Williams was so sorry to 8-1.
8 29 8 13 .448 smooth swing and his cool
Sanders his first triumph in the Staub, Mt
The winner of tonight's game
good
.429
enough
hasn't
been
lose,
12 35 5 15
Homers by Jim Spencer and nightcap.
Sums, St.L
demeanor, hadn't played here earns a ticket to Milwaukee
to prevent the Tigers from Alex Johnson paced the Angels
11 47 10 20 .426 in 12 years but decided to
Garr, AU
and a Wednesday night meeting
compiling a 4-7 record and to their seventh straight win
10 39 8 16 .410 "drop in on my way home from
Bock, St.L
with the Bucks, who completed
Al
.395
the
so
in
last
far
15
placing
and tagged the Twins, defend11 388
Colbrt, SD
the Masters because it was en a routine 4-1 triumph over the
East. Detroit's real problem is ing Al West champions, with
8 23 2 9.391 route."
Wine, Mt
Los Angeles Lakers, 116-98,
pitching -the staff has turned their sixth consecutive loss.
12 42 10 16 .381
Mays, SF
Sunday is the Western Division
.366
in a total of twoo_complete Clyde Wright went 8 2-3 innings
15
11 41 3
After his 8-under-par 276 won finals.
Milln, Atl
Standings
League
Major
games -and that's where to earn his second victory of
13 55 17 20 .364 his $30,000 and that Tournament Baltimore, although it has
Bonds, SF
,57 of Champions' berth, Littler
McLain and Short are having the season with the ninth-inning By United Press International Hricirsn,mnkan
86 10 .3
SFer
had as many as two firstNational League
agood laugh.
quipped, "I can't wait to get stringers unavailable for a
League
relief help of Dave Laroche and
East
McLain, who pitched 28 and Mel Queen. Tom Hall was the
chi G. AB R. H. Pet. back next year and now I'm game because of injuries, has
w. L. Pet. mcKnny,
25 complete games for the loser for the Twins but once
10 22 110 .455 sorry I didn't come before clearly been the superior team
53 625 ... Buford, Bal
Tigers in 1968-69, respectively, again star relief pitcher Stan Mont
6 25 12 11 .440 this."
in the series. But the Bullets
75
Pitt
hurled a three-hitter Sunday to Williams was hit hard.
36 5 14 .389
F.Rbnsn, Bal
have been unable to win at New
75
the
22nd
was
give the Senators a 4-0 victory
Vida Blue, the 21-year-old kid St. Louis
11 42 8 16 .381 Monsanto
Kallne, Dot
York, losing the three games
54 .556 /
2 Toyer, Min
1
over the Cleveland Indinas. The with the sensational arm, New York
12 51 5 19 .373 professional victory for Littler there by one, 19 and five points.
49
.308
3%
Amateur
the
US.
won
who
doubleheadChi
the
divided
to
Indians
extended his scoreless skein
8 20 2 7 .350
Egan, Chi
However, they've humiliated
37 .300 3
er when Dunning, a 21-year old 20 1-3 innings in winning his Phila
11 32 5 .344 back in 1953 and the U.S. Open the -Knicks in three games at
Moses, Cal
West
right-hander, allowed only a third game for the Athletics.
11 358 12 .343 in 1961. The money he won here Baltimore, winning by 26, 21
Monday, Oak
W. L Pct. GB F
single by Tom McGraw in the Blue had a no-hitter for 5 1-3
12 38 6 13 .342 raised his career earnings past and 17 points.
Foy, Wash
second inning in scoring a 1-0 innings before Mike Andrews S.F. 11 2 .846
11 38 6 13 .342 the three quarters of a million Thus the Knicks have won by
Murcer, NY
74 .636 3
mark.
triumph. Dunning had a 4-9 doubled and he wound up with AU
Home Runs
an average of eight points at
2 National League: Stargell,
1
86 .571 3/
11- Nous
record for the Indians last another overpowering
final round 4-under- home and the Bullets by an
Littler's
6
.385
58
LA.
season.
strikeout performance. Sal BanPitt 6; Aaron, AU, Colbert, SD
2 and Mays, SF 5; Cepeda, Atl, par 67 vaulted him from a five- average of 21 points at
1
tz .300 6/
McLain's victory was his do's -tie-breaking hornet. in the Cin
way tie for second, a stroke off Baltimore, accounting for the
38 .273
second complete game of the seventh and bases-filled double San Diego
Bench, Gin and Bonds, SF 4.
the
lead, to a two-stroke victory 29-point difference home courts
Results
Sunday's
of
the
total
the
sparked
season -matching
in the ninth
American League: Powell, over runnersup George Archer have produced.
)
1st
(
2
CM.
3
Montreal
the Detroit staff -and he Athletics to the second-game
Bait, Alou, NY, Jackson and and Pete Brown. Archer, who Teammate John Tresvant,
struck out six while walking triumph, -all Chicago. Diego Montreal 3 CM 3(2nd)
Monday, Oak 3; 17 tied with 2. bogeyed four of his last five Ale contributed 20 points to
three. Paul Casanova's double Segui, the AL's surprise era- New York 5 Pitt 2 ( 1st)
Runs Batted In
holes, held the lead with six Sunday's victory, said the
was the big blow of a three-run leader in 1970, went the Pitt 2 New York 1 (2nd)
National League: Stargell, holes to play but wound up at difference "isn't mental. We
fourth inning which decided the distance for his second straight Atlanta 5 Phila. 4
,s, SF 15; Colbert, 70-279 while Brown, who had anticipate certain things up
Pitt and Maj
St. Louis Irt San Diego 2
game for the Senators and victory.
SD 14; Cepeda, AU 11; Aaron, five birdies on the front nine tllere, inch as the reaction of
tagged Sam McDowell, a 20- Paul Blair's three-run single S.F. 5 Chicago 1 ( lst)
Atl and Morgan. Hou 10.
Sunday. finished with,,a 67-279. the faits and referees and Walt
game winner last season, with on a 3-2 pitch in the second S.F. 8 Chicago 1 (2nd)
Powell,
American League
Frazier's ability to control the
his second straight loss.
inning was the big blow of a Houston 8 L.A. 6
Bait and Aparicio. Bos 11;
I didn't even know where I ball. We don't do anything
Pitchers
Probable
Today's
which
see
he'll
inning
hopes
second
who
Dunning,
six-rim
Northrup, Det 10. Johnson, Bait •tood until I reached No. 16," different strategy-wise. I think
(All Times EST)
hhatt
the day he can pitch like sent the Orioles on their way to
9;Yastrzemski,Bos,Ho
Littler said. -"I thought I would we should have won the first
at
1-1)
S.F.
(Reuss
McLain, had his most willow their victory over the Yankees' St. Louis
9; Yastrzemski, Bos, Horton be in good shape if I birctied game there New York won,
moment in Use ...aintlo we Stan Bahnsen. Frank Robinson (Reberger 1-0) 4 p.m.
Det, Monday and Rudi, Oak 8, No. 13. but when I missed that 112-111), because we knew we
catcher Ray Fosse signalled for had three hits and Don Buford, Los Angeles (Sutton 0-2) at
Pitching
Arid then took a bogey at 14, I had to win at least once in New
a slider against Frank Howard. Blair, Brooks Robinson and San Diego (Roberts 0-11 10:30
National League: Upehaw, thought I was fading."
York. I think we blew it
"I threw it and we got him Elrod Hendricks two each in p.m.
L, However, it was the 6-foot-6
Atl 4-0; Carlton, ST
because of mental letdowns and
Tuesday's Games
out, said Dunning after the the Orioles' 15-hit attack. Dick
3-0;
SF
Perry,
Marichal and
Archer, who won here in 1968
game. "But what was really on Hall, who pitched the last four Phila. at Montreal
nine tied 21th 2.
Masters the
the
and in
Atlanta at Pitt. night - American League: Blue, Oak following year, who faded
Let's Stay Dry
Houston at Chiacago
3-1; 3-1; 17 tied with 2.
New York at Gin. night
I suppose I would be classified as an old timer, if not a
L.A. at San Diego night
senior citizen, having been born, reared and lived in Murray
Louis at S.F. night my entire life.
American League
East
I am very proud of Murray and all the good things for
W. L. Pet. GB
which she stands, standing very high morally and spiritually
I can remember when it was a'-town of less than 3,000 and I
82 .1100
:It
By MARTIN LADER
have seen it grow and prosper in so many ways and am very
66 .500 3
routine to psyche himself for a
ash
UPI Sports Writer
proud that I have had a part, even though very small, in her
big game, although he did
55 .500 3
:Ishin
A rookie goaltender who felt admit, "I was very anxious
progress and growth.
56 .455 3%
ew York
I am very proud of and thankful for all the older men and
45 .444 3% no more nervous in Stanley Cup today before the game."
eveland
women who have been instrumental in keeping our town
7 .364 4% play than he, did as an amateur The Bruins, who take their 37
It troit
has helped put_a shockingly team and individual records
clean and Dry. I recall very distinctly in 1922 when the fight
West
or contest was on to locate Murray State University here in
W. L. Pet. GB short end to a budding Boston with them for a premature
Bruin dynasty in .the National vacation, jumped off to a quick
Murray. There was three major contenders in this area,
34 .067
lead in Sunday's nationally
Paducah, Mayfield and Murray.
95 .643 ... Hockey League.
Kell Dryden, who Played In televised game as Ken Hodge
In one meeting we heard Bro. H. B. Taylor, one of the
65 .5451½
Milwaukee
greatest preachers and Bible scholars ever in Murray, make
2 only six games for Montreal at scored unassisted at 6:50. But
1
67 .462 2/
Kansas City
the tail-end of the seasoit, Frank Mahovlich got that one
this statement "Of course the college will come to Murray.
4
.333
48
Minnesota
How could any sensible group, whether in Frankfort or
2 turned aside 46 Boston Aots back eight minutes later an
1
49{\ .306 4/
icago
Sunday afternoon as diet-Cana- ftejean Houle put Montreal in
elsewhere agree otherwise except in favor of Murray. We
Sunday's Results
diens buried the Bruins, 4-2, In front for good with 2:22 left in
have always been known as a church and school town, one
Calif. 5 Minn 4
the seventh and final game of the first period
very clean with not even an open saloon or liquor store. Not
K.C. 2 Mil. I 1st)
5.
even a pool room inside the city limits, nor a Sunday picture
Milw. 3 K.C. 2 113 innings-2nd) their Stanley Cup quarter-firial J. C. Tremblay scored in the
series. Montreal, which had second period to make it 3-1
show. Truely a wonderful city for young people to come for
Oak. II Chicago 2 i 1st)
been able to win only one of six and MahOvlich scored his
their education".
Oak. 6 Chicago 1 ( 2nd)
regular season games from the second goal of the game and
It is very regrettable and suprising and also most alarming
Boston I Detroit 0
Bruins, now returns home for seventh of the series after 14
that any of our ministers, whether it be one or five, would
Wash. 4 Clev. 0(1st )
the start, of its semi-fin series seconds of the third period to
support openly o? otherwise, the wet issue. They should be
Clev. 1 Wash. 0 (2nd )
against the Minnesota Noah virtually wrap it up. Johnny
very careful lest they lead others astray.
Bait. 11 New York 6
Bucyk got Boston's second goal
Stars Tvesday night.
And in that connection,! am very proud of and thankful for
Today's Probable Pitchers
..t
The other semi-final vries early in the final sessidn, be
all the ministers and spirithal leaders and other leaders who
All Times EST
have come out for the dry issue. By their fruits yon shall
By United Press International got underway Sunday .ntglit St despite 18 shots on goal in' the
Chicago and the New York period the Bruins couldn't beat
know them.
American League
lam very proud of%nd thankful for the present economical
Cleveland . (Foster 1-0) at Rangers installed themselves as Dryden again. '
If a VW salesman tells you it was only driven to church
nominal favorites to Via :their "The fact that we stayed in
status of Murray and it has not come about with the aid of
Boston (Nagy 0-0 11 a.m.
lead
early
141
the
got
Boston
years.
after
31
in
Cup
Stanley
first
open saloons and package liquor stores.
Kansas City (Rooker 0-2, at
on Sunday by a little old lady from Pasadena,
probably the turning
Those who have come to Murray to invest their money and
Minnesota ( Kaat 1-0) 2:15 p.m. nipping the Black Hawks, 2-1, was
you carvbelieve him.
just
or
wet
"We
Dryden.
was
on an overtime goal by Pete point," said
are now prospering did not come because Murray
(Only games scheduled)
was
that
and
back
right
second
carne
the
was
It
Sternkowski.
dry, but because the economy was such that they could and
Games
, Tuesday's
consecutive overtime 'victory the big point. We didn't give up
would prosper.
„whichever comes 'first, if anything conks out that
Oakland at Calif. night
Because Volkswagennalesmen are taught not to
time
life
a
be
to
and
Murray
for the Rangers, why used a then."
Again, I say I am proud of
was euaronteltd• not to conk out, we'll fis it free.
Kansas City at Minn.
Ne.
Boston coach Tom Johnson,
And that includes replacements,errs and labor.
sudden-death goal by Bob Nevin
citizen of it. I am proud that I could raise my family here
They don't hove to.
Chicago at Milwukee
So let one of our VVV salesmen
They have the most persuasive selling weapon in
without the influence of saloons and package liquor stores.
to dispose of the Toronto Maple who guided the Bruins to the
Balt. at Detroit night
show you around.
the world.
Leafs in six games Thursday East Division title in his rookie
To be sure we have bootleggers, have always had them in one
Wash. at New York
When joy spot is car with the VVY
The Volkswagen dealer's 100% guarantee . ,
season, something they didn't
night.
form or another_ Perhaps as has been stair!, we now have 60Cleveland at Boston
100% guarantee, don't worry about
(Found <>ply tn cars shat pots our 16.point inDryden, who appeared in all do lastiyear, but ranee in his
70, maybe more and after we vote dry tomorrow (hopefully
hbw it works.
•
speeti4n.)
seven games of the series and bid 6 dhend the Stanley Cup,
10 to 1), it will then be the responsibility of the Dry League to
lust how it looks,
This simply states that for 30 days or 1000 miles, 5'
joints.
bootleg
outskated
these
won rave notices from the said, "We were
start a very drastic campaign to close
eocIr.cP
Ixate
oils
hoof
ample,
reer
tradmil,"
Bruins, claimed the pressure en today. They skated very, very
NBA Playoff Standings
We do not need anyone who perhaps will be bere today and
By United Press International him was no greater than when well. They hit hard at the right
gone tomorrow, to tell us how to vote or what to vote-for, or
Division Finals)
his Cornell University team time and we weren't that good.
that the future economy depends on whether or not we have
(Best Of Seven)
was going for the NCAA If erivould have solved it we
open saloons and package liquor stor'es.
East
As an old timer or senior citizen, or Whatever classification
championship or when he was would have. I don't really know
W. L. Pct. playing for the Canadian what the problem was."
you wish to put me in, I say again, with emphasis, keep
3 3 .500 Nationals.
The problem, according to
Murray DRY, not only for your young people-but for all who
New York
3 3 .500 "The pressure is all rela- some of the other Bruins, was
Baltimore
will come later from year to year, FREE from package
West
tive," said the tall. goalie, a law Dryden
liquor stores and open saloons which will eventually follow.
W. L Pct. student at McGill University. "Dryden was fantastic," said
So old timers, senior citizens, new corners, who ever you
4 1 .800 "Everything that is new is a Johnny McKenzie. "He covers a
x-Milwaukee
are, won't you please join me in voting DRY on tomorrow.
114.41.0111.1,E0
1 4 .200 challenge. I don't think there lot of net. He's every place.'
Los Angeles
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
It will be your arthwer to a good and clean conscience.
DILA I ii
a
played
was any greater pressure here Hodge said, "Dryden
x-Clinched Series
5 P.M.
Open Mon. thru Sal 730 AM.
,
Sunday's Results
than with the Canadian Nation- phenomenal series," and Derek
.
Sincerely
Sanderson added, "An amazing
al team." ,
Baltimore 113 New York 96
. • ,
Ronald W. Churchill
He said. t./Id no special kid."
Milwaukee 116 Los Angeles 98
(Written and Paid for by Ronald W. Churchill)

Monsanto Win Earns Berth
In Champions For Littler

Major League
Leaders

Baseball

Spring Jersey
Heifer Sale

Standings
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ay be in
sidency
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esignated
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Milking 2-Year-Olds
and Under
To Be Held On

SATURDAY, APRIL 24th
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LIVESTOCK PAVALION
SALE TO BEGIN AT
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Mrs. Don Bailey
Opens Home For
The Dorothy Group of the First
Baptist Curch %VMS will meet at Providence Meet
will meet at the church at seven
p.m with Mrs. Eunice Henry as
the program leader.

Olga Hampton BW
Has Program Meet
At The Church

kaumagA

Mr. and Mrs. Paul McGee of
Oak Park, Ill., have been the
guests of their mothers, Mrs.
The Olga Hampton Baptist
Robbie McGee and Mrs. Flora
Women of the Sinking Spring
Farless, and other relatives in
Baptist Church held its regular
Murray and Calloway County.
meeting at the church on Monday, April 5, at seven o'clock in
the evening.
"It's Up To You", a study on
Jewish-Baptist communications,
was presented in a form of a skit.
One of the questions asked was
"What's A Man Worth?".
The group voted a participate
in the monthly community
mission project with various
members volunteering to make
plans and present them to the
group for approval.

the home of Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger following the general The homemakers of the New
meeting of the W MS at the church Providence community met in
directory often. U I ever went out with a married man, at
the home of Mrs. Don Bailey for
am. 7y,
at ninewednesd1
least I knew what I was doing.—OPAL IN ARIZONA
the April meeting with the
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
president, Mrs. Baily, calling the
April 21
your chest. Write to ABBY'. Box 0701, Los Angeles. Cal.
Women of Oaks Country Club meeting to order at one o'clock in
mom. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
will have a "Come As You Are" the afternoon.
ravel/me.
Rreakfast at the club at 8:45 a.m. Mrs. Jim Allbritten gave the
Make reservations by noon devotion reading from Psalms 23.
Far Abby's nen booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want is
Monday by calling Grace James, Mrs. Anton Herndon called the
Um." used SI to Abby. Box 0155, L.a Angeles, Cal. mess.
Virginia Jones, Mary Alice roll with each member answering
Smith, Betty Thompson, Edith with a word that has great
Garrison. Mabel Rogers, or meaning.
Landscape notes were given by
Masa Read.
DEAR ABBY: I would like to kno* your thoughts on
Mrs. Hardiman Miller. Mrs.
entertaining the "boas." Is this still beieg done as a means
Ladies Day luncheon will be Terry Housden was the prize
of advancement? I have never been al& to issue such
served
at noon at the Calloway winner for the game led by Mrs.
invitations, and my husband agrees that we shouldn't. [Of
the Memorial Baptist Church will
Monday, April 19
County
Country Club. Hostesses James Puckett.
An appeal to help send a child
course, we Dever "advanced" very far, either.]
meet at the home of Mrs. Pauline
are
Mesdame
s Bill Furgerson, The club members had a style to camp from one of the Baptist
Wainscot
We would reciprocate an invitation should we receive one
t, 401 South Jab Street,
The Faith Doran Circle of the
show
with
some wearing mazies, Children's Home
Pete Hulse, Buford Hurt, Woodfin
was made by
from someone higher up in my husband's organization, but is NSCS of the First United at seven p.m.
,
•
LONG HIKE — Mrs. Louise
Hutson, James Boone, John T. others in slack suits, and others the Child Care chairman.
It our place to make the first move? Does a boss expect this? Viethodist Church will meet at
Bruyn, 40, is walking to
their
In
becomin
g
length.
Irvan,
Conrad
Jones,
Refresh
ments
Jack
were
B.
served
by
Or would he consider it an attempt at making "brownie the home of Mrs. Jack Wilcox,507
Washington fromTher NewTuesday, April 20
Kennedy, J. M. Converse, Al Presented the main lesson Mrs. Gerald Dan Cooper and
points••
Broad Street, at two p.m. with The Coldwater Homema
ton, Mass., home, a 45-day,
kers Kipp. Howard Titsworth, and "Drug Abuse and Misuse" was Mrs. Harding Galloway to the
Ours is a common problem, yet I have never seen it Mrs. Isaac L. Clanton as Club will meet at the home
450 - mile hike, as a perMrs. Bailey who had brochures followi
of Matt Sparkman.
ng: Mesdames L. D. sonal protest
discussed in your column.—QUANDARY
cobostess. Note change in date
against the
. Van Burnett at one p.m.
for the members on the lesson Warren,
Sonny Lockhart, Bobby war in Southea
st Asia. She
The Alpha Delta Kappa Rho subject.
DEAR QUANDARY: The first move should be made by
Stark, Carolos Bailey, James H.
is the mother of three.
The Penny Homemakers Chit The Women's Society of Chapter will
the one higher up in the pecking order. Entertaining the boss
meet at the Bank of Mrs. Herndon had a lovely Kuykendall, Eugene Jones,
will
meet
at
display
the
Christia
Holiday
Service
crochete
of
Inn
n
at
of the Good Marshall County, Benton, at
d and strung Terry Sills, Crawford
is still used by some who hope it will help them at the office.
McNeely,
ten a.m. with Mrs. Margaret Nell Shepherd United Methodist keven p.m.
beads and the members ordered Bill
But if a mediocre man is destined to meet ids Waterloo,
Collins, and Raymond
eves Boyd as hostess.
material
Church
s
have
to
will
meet
for
at
work
a
the
day
church
at
- - his wife's Beef Wellington won't save him.
Crawford.
two p.m.
The Ruth Wilson Circle of the by the June meeting.
The
Refresh
Calloway
ments of beautifully
County
First United Methodist Church
•
DEAR ABBY: I've got nothing but trouble. I married
decorated Easter cake with open
a Homemakers Club Council will The Murray Branch of the WSCS will meet
at the home of
• .' Ban who is very mean when he drinks and be drinks
faced pimento cheese sanda lot. meet at the Extension office at AALTIN will meet at the home of Mrs. Joe Ryan
Cooper, 411 North
t'
Last year he bought a new car. He made the
first payment one p.m.
wiches, nuts, and drinks were
Mrs. Robert Sexton, 1705 Johnson 10th Street, at 7:30
p.m.
- and after that be told me if I wanted to keep the
served by Mrs. Bailey.
Boulevard at 7:30 p.m.
car I could
take over the payments, otherwise the car could
Members
go back.
present
were
The Methodist Men's Dinner
The Kirksey Ball Club will
;Well, I took over the payments, but the car
Mesdames Mary Housden, Mavis
stayed in my meet at the Kirksey
Women's Society 'of meeting will be held
The
School at
at the First
husband's name, and be had it most of the time.
Elkin's,- June Curd, Martha Mrs. Kent Simpson opened her
7:30 p.m. All coaches and in- Christian Service of the Russell's United Methodist Church at 6:30
We fought all the time, and I got tired of his
Housden, Jackie Herndon, Iva home for the meeting of the South
Chapel United Methodist Church p.m. with Rev. James
mean moods terested persons from
the
Moore as Mae Allbritte
Pleasant Grove Homemakers
so I moved out on him. I was staying with
n, Dorval Hendon,
will meet at the church at 1:30 guest speaker.
friends when this Kirksey School District
are urged
Club
held on Wednesday, April
wild man busted in on us, all boozed up. and started
Sylvia Puckett, Opa, Shoemaker,
shooting to attend. Applications forms will p.m.
14, at one o'clock in the afternoon.
- up the place. He got me in the hip. The
Alice
Miller,
Karen
Housden
landlord heard the be at the school and
and
,
The
J. N. Williams chapter of
Jones'
The main lesson on "Use and
commotion and ran up to help me and he got
The Music Department of the the United Daughters of the Bailey. Visitors were Lula
shot in the Grocery.
Abuse
of Drugs" was presented
At Your
head. [The landlord died three days later.]
Murray Woman's Club will have Confederacy will meet at 12 noon Farmer, Marsha Dale, Tena,
by Mrs. Milford Orr, president,
They locked up my husband, but he is out
Ronda,
and
Felica
Housden
open
an
meeting
at
,
the
on bond now
club
at
the
home
house
of Mrs. Leonard
All New
The Theta Department of the
who presided at the meeting.
and I haven't seen him since the court hearing
three months Murray Woman's Club will meet at eight p.m. with the Youth Vaughn, 1615 Main Street, with Christy and Joe Dale Curd. Tracy Mrs. Dennis
Boyd
gave
the
and
Messie
Housden, Debbie
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. String Band giving the program. Mrs. E. S. Ferguson, Mrs. Neva
devotion followed by prayer by
My problem is this. Should I keep up the
are
Mesdames Waters, and
payments on Names will be tabled. Hostesses Hostesses
Miss Mary Kingins, and Carrot Bailey.
Mrs. Luther Downs. The landthe car? He has it, and it's still
The
club
will
meet
Tuesday
on
Tomrnye
,
Taylor,
Arvin
in his name Yours will be Mesdames James Martin,
Crafton, Warren Swann as hostesses.
scape,notes were given by Mrs.
tria'y.—GLADIOLA.
;stay
11,
at
one
p.m.
at the home
Joyce Fortin, Jane Taylor, and Bedford Wilson, Robert Baar,
Autry McReynolds.
Vernon Nance, Vernon Shown, The Nature's Palette Garden of Mrs. Eunice Housden.
DEAR GLADIOLA: See a lawyer
Jules
Harcourt
.
Refreshments were served by
about transferring
Richard
Farrell,
Howard
Baz- Club will meet at the home of
ownership of tbe car to you. And in view
Mrs. Simpson to Mesdames
of your husband's
Central Shopping
Mrs. Cletus Robinson at 1:30 p.m.
criminal antics, if you don't get the
The Sigma Department of the zell, and Phillip Mitchell.
Autry McReynolds, Millard Orr,
car why not sue him to
Center
Flower
arrang
ements
by
recover the payments you've already
Murray Woman's Club will meet
Clifton E. Jones, Dennis Boyd,
made, and whatever
The Baptist Women of the First members will be judged by Mrs.
else the trigger-happy boozer has? [I
at
the
club
Hoyt
Op•n
house
Craig,
at
ing
7:30
Ellis
p.m.
Mon.,
Paschall
,
Bob
have an idea he isn't
going to be seeding any of it for a
Hostesses will be Mesdames Baptist Church will meet at the 011ie Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Jones of Orr,and Luther Downs,the latter
Apr.
while.] 19
Harold Hurt, Walter Jones, Jr., church at nine a.m.
Murray Route Three are the being a visitor.
Grand Opening
Thursday, April 22
- parents of a baby boy, Larry The next meeting will be held
Bill Thurman, Joy Ryan Cooper,
DEAR ABBY: I am a 23-year-old
unwed mother. I kept James Parker,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
on
Wednesd
Mitchell
weighing
my little boy. He's nearly 2 now,
and Dolores
pounds,
,
eight
ay,
May 12, at one
Senior recital of Gayle SchApril 23-24
and I plan to return to work Warner.
of the Rainbow for Girls will Meet
soon I know I'll be meeting lots
midt, Greenville, piano, will be at born on Thurscthy, April 15, at p.m. at the home of Mrs. Millard
of guys, and I'm not sure
at
the
Masonic
Hall
seven
at
p.m.
what to tell them. Should I say I'm
Me Recital Hall of Fine Arts 5:59 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway Orr.
divorced? Or should I say
Earl Wrightson and Lois Hunt,
my husband was killed in
MSU, al eight p.m. No County Hospital.
Vietnam? Or would it be all right world
The executive board of the
famous baritone and
The new father is employed at
to tell them the truth?
charge.
soprano vocal duo, will be Kirksey School PTA will meet at
the Murray Water & Sewer
Do you think they would look
down on me if they krew I featured in a Civic
home
die
Mrs.
of
Bill Crick at one
System.
Music Concert
was an unwed mother? I'm
sure other unwed mothers have at the MSU auditori
um at eight p.m.
the same problem. Can you help
The Zeta Department of the Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
me?—WONDERING
p.m. No ticket sales, only concert
Murray Woman's Club will meet Cantrell Jones and Mr. and Mrs.
The Evening Group of the
DEAR WONDERING: First
give a fellow a chance to members may attend.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with Conrad DePriest, all of Murray.
Newcom
know you before you pour
ers Homemakers Club
IS MORE 1I4AN
out the story of your life. But
Mesdames Raymond Hewitt, Great grandmothers are Mrs.
JUST A WORD
when
the time comes, tell the truth.
The art exhibit of Mike Gurley, will meet at the home of Mrs. Cecil Farris, Otis H. Erwin, Virginia Peters of Murray and
The right kind of man will not
WITH US
Margie
Segal,
bold it against you. If
302
North
17th
Paducah, will open at the Art
there's a man out there who
James Converse, H. J Bryan, Mrs. Flois Hale of Dexter.
has
Street,
at
730 p.m. The program
married an unwed mother, I'd
Department Exhibit Hall, Fine
and Samuel Bell as hostesses
like to have his point of view.
will be on "Drug Abuse".
Arts Buildings, MSU, and will
DEAR ABBY: I believe I can
tell "HOODWINKED" how continue through April 30.
The First District meeting of The Gamma Omicron Chapter
to spot a married man.
Fred W. Paschall of Murray
the
Republican Women's Club of Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled to
Look him up in the local
The art exhibit of Ernst
Route Seven has been a latient at
City Directory' [There is
Baptist
meet
Student
the
at
Union
will
be
held
at
the
Murray
one
available at the Public Library
Sehorrig, Murray, will open in
Phone 753-9999 (After 5:00, 753-9161) ,,
the Western Baptist Hospital,
1 You'd be surprised at
the the Kappa Pi Room, Art Woman's Club House with buildin4 at 7:30 p.m.
information listed there. Address,
Paducah. '
marital
registration at nine a.m. A lun
status, number of Department.
children, place of employment
Fine Arts Building.
as well as his position with
cheon- will be served at noon.
the No charge
company If he isn't listed,
that usually means he's a
traveling man.
The MSU Faculty Recital o
Monday, April 19
I've been married for 30
years now, and I used
this i The Current Missions Group of Elizabeth - Newman, Murray,
mezzo soprano, will be held in the
Recital Hall of Fine Arts Buildin
"TICLICILICTS
at eight p.rn. No charge
•••\••••••••

'Should we invite
, boss to dinner?'
By Abigail Van Buren

Mrs. Kent Simpson
Hostess For Meet
!Homemakers Club

DIS OUNT
DRUG
PRICES

ARE COMING
TO MURRAY

DRUG STORE

FBIRTHSj

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.

Co
co
R,
$5

*-d

zeolnmYp
We Specialic
ouLr

PeA400tais

••••••••\/

WELCOME
To Great
Week-Night Specials
Ship Ahoy Maties :gather all
hands on deck and cast off for
the greatest bargains on the seven seas!
* TUESDAY ...SHRIMP

NIGHT

'2-25
'1.75

.* WEDNESDAY ..ATFISH

NIGHT

..* THURSDAY ...PLATTER

NIGHT -

2.25

Enjoy these Specials, plus Young Pirates
under 6
eating Free Perch or Catfish. Pirates 6-12, 50' charg
e
for perch or catfish.

Captata
"Home of All
You Can Eat"
Open.4 p.m. Tue.-Sat.
12. p.m. Sunday

ittben
Take-Out Orders
Phone 753-4141

The Baptist Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the church at ten a.m.
The Baptist Men of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet at the church at 630 p.m.,
The Alice Waters Circle of the
t First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Max Brandon, Magnolia
Drive, at 9:30 a.m.
The Local Option Election will I
1, be held in the City of Murray'
today Voting will be in the
Murray precincts.
Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS
will
meet at the social hall
of the
;church at two p.m.
The general 'meeting of
the
Christian Women's Fellowship
of
the First Christian Church
will
meet at the church library
at ten
a.m. with Group III as
hostess
Mrs. Edrt Frank Kirk will
have „
the program.
The
Calloway
County
Association of Retarded Children
Wittmeet at the new center at 702
Main Street at 7:30 pin. AL
friends and members are invited
to attend.
6

Leo's
Cooperative
Preschool Mothers will be held a?
seven p.m. at Gleason Hall.
—
The Women's, Society
w
Christian Service dr the
Martin.
Chapel United Methodist Chic(
SE.1

COMPLETE

JANITORIAL SERVICE'

Ladies Spring 81 Summer
SHOES
Over 2,000 Pairs To Select From

Name Brailtis
Discont Prices wit
Latest Styleso— First Quality
Sizes 4 to 12

Jim's Shoe
Outlet
Southside Shopping Center

A
Re
2/

I If I

I

MUMMY --APRIL 19. 1971

H at INES — MI.RRAY, KENTUCKY

CENTRL SHOPPING CENTER
Highway 641 N. - Murray
OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M.,-, Mon.-Sat.
1 P.M. to 6 P.M. Sundays

PRICES GOOD MON.-TUES.-WED. - APRIL 19-20-21

rs. Louise
alking to
er New,a 45-day,
as a pergainst the
Asia. She
of three.

CASCADE BEDSPREAD
GOSSIP BENCH

By_ Pequot
Twin or full size, this spread has a subtly
textured weave giiing it flair and elegance.
100% cotton. Large selection of colors.

A delightful addition to any home. Warm
maple finish blends with most any decor.
Attractive and useful.

ANTIQUED
FRUIT
ARRANGEMENT

Real Old Fashioned
Comfort In An Authentic

• Non-Allergic

GIANT SERVER

• Foam Filled
Rog. '1.94

Gold - Red - Ava clo
Reg.
Turned leg spindles and
maple finish achieve an
authentic colonial look.
finest quality construction.
Regular '24.94

$ 1 58

Package of 9
Assorted Colors

$

1.27
ELECTRIC

AVONER

1974

FRYER

Reg. '19.95

Rog.
97g

SAVE$

PLASTIC
DRAPES

8;
BOUDOIR

IRONING BOARD
PAD & COVER

Pastel colors and white.
Add a bright toucb.tu- your bedroom.
Reg.

PET RUGS

The right card for any occasion,

PAPER
NAPKINS

A Real Buy!

LAMP SHADES

LINOLEUM
- RUGS

BOXED
ALL OCCASION CARDS

Standard Size
• Adjustable
• All Steel

Give a lift to any
room!
Reg. 2/$1

'15

Finished in natural oak finish,
this chair will give .years of
comfortable service. Paint or
antique for special uses.

250 Count
Just in time for picnic season!
Reg.
44'

3

9X12 LINOLEUMS
_ A pattern to suit any room.
Rog.
$5.44

100% polyester shag
pile, non-skid latex
back. Unlimited
durability. LUSCiOUS
Reg. '17.94

Size
Reg.
'1.18

924it

Nil DEODORANT

BATH OIL

Available in
3 Styles
RECTANGLES
LONG
OVALS

LARGE FRAMED Assorted 3cenes
REG. '614
PICTURES
Beautiful Frames

ISTER IN
jr 12-oz. Family gar

FORMULA 5

/
2
81/2 X 111

SHAG
RUG

MOUTHWASH
t

14-oLlearge

RIGHT GUARD
3-oz. Size
Reg. 7r

tolors.

54

5 10.41 j

DECORATOR
DRAPES

*a- Beautiful Mediterranean
stile, 33 inches tall.
Large selection.

DISH DRAINER
SET
TRAY and DRAINER

$392

•.•- *

• -• ,.....m.21,..zimir,•

011.10101110• •
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Library Week Heralds Progress
Of Kentucky's Library System

network of library service in' TROUBLES GALORE
volving public, univers
WOMBWELL England (um)
'ity,
special and sometimes school ..With a little bit of lack, Anne
Speight will be married today.
She first
postponed her
bbranes
The TWX Communications marriage, originall
y planned
System is aimed at eliminating for Easter Monday,
By Lois Campbell
tucky's library sy-stain on wheels
when she
duplicat
extensiv
ion of fell off a ladder
e
the
State News Bureau
paintin.
has the dist:erases of bass Ole expensi
ve and little' used house, Then her brother,
et
fl
AMR bookmobile
arelorials by means of an intra- to be an usher, broke
FRANKFORT,
his ;um
service
Steal
the
UMbod
it
Ky.—Gov.
Min* loaning system
The groom-to-be, Peter Smith,
Louie B. Nunn has proclaimed Keatiaelty's boaimehils
a window cleaner, fell off his
the week of April 18-24 as Library Man:Mk schools. rod MoRiaws.
Week in Kentucky and activities grocery sloresamd priest* hems
A Book Catalog of State ladder and was bedridden.
A bridesmaid sister wa;
at the state Library Department iiito deposit slaters IS Mores a Library holdings has been
completed
No longer will hospitalized after a car ac
seem to be growing hie spring , get good mean maleriala
flowers under a warm sun.
the Mate's mast roma arms; libraries out in the state have to cident.
State Librarian Margaret Ila addisoa. new public library guess what is available in Frank- "I just can't think of anything
else that can happen now,
Willis, announcing a steady facils are sproatieg- up fort.
Anne said.
growth in the use of library aroogboat the state at a recordfacilities, said in fiscal year 11011„ b..4 pace_ Thrown funding
There are many counties in
over 11 millioa books were of the Library Amortization Kentucky which new have or are A GOOD TRY
checked out by raiders all ever Program is AO MK Gov Louie in the process of obtaining new PLYMOUTH, England (UPI
Kentucky—an average of meet S Nam and Miss Willis an- library facilities where there —Henry Blythe said he could
nounces the oanstrection of
four books per Kaoliatisa.
were none of any consequence bring peace to the world by
An important facet of Ulric:
, nes Wanes armed Kestacky. before. Many of the communities hypnotizing troops into laying
Department aic Ten of Me libraries have been only had one or two small rooms down their arms.
CORONER "K I
E R" —
oward getting new borrosiem conariarted., seven are pending in the county coutouse, if that The British Army lined up six
Pennsyl
vania State Rep.
veterans at a target range at
nto existing libraries Daring *Manua three are presently much.
Milton Berkes, a Democrat,
Seaton barracks and told them
slat:anal Library Week librarim ander construction and two are in
bones up on old laws in
The long-range goal for the to "open fire and stop for
lave been urged it spirt a Me preliminary planning stages.
risburg as he prepares
statewide campmate tr am-act as Ten ather new buildings have Department of Libraries is for all nothing."
to Introduce legislation to
morn- new borrowers as passibie been built through federal and such communities to be able to The 72-year-old Blythe picked eliminate county
coroners
Anothc propels—lc get as local funds, making a total of M enjoy and use ,an attractive, up a loudspeaker and told the and establish a medical
exenough
to
dirge
library
men
functiona
"close your eyes and think aminer system.
l
many books
poseihie ta the new library buildings.
To
do
this,
people via noMmoltale—n being One of the outstanding house good books, magazines, of peace. Lay down your arms the legislature would
have
earned ma by me bouleraMile achievements of the Library and record collections as well as and become men of peace,"
to repeal some 70 laws.
study
quiet
place
privide
for
The
Departm
a
program WM 1.17 booknotaks
men emptied their
ent recently has beer
ammunition clips. Henry was
trawling ia
emateas. Ken- the development of a Kentucky and civic meetings.
undeterred.
IT
"I think I an perfect my
technique," lie said.
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JOINING "MOTHBALL FLEET"—The aircraft carrier USS Yorktow
n, commissioned
Jan. 21, 1943, is towed out of Boston Harbor en
route to the "mothball fleet" in
New Jersey. She was the recovery ship for Apollo 8.

n

DIRTY BIRD
OEST, The
Netherlands
(UPI)—The police said they
stepped in when apartment
residents complained someone
using "obscene language" was
awakening them nightly
The police are now wondering
what to do with the talkative
parrot they found outside the
building. No one has claimed
him
Immunity Joins The v1 ai
Can the human body's own
iminune defenses helpfight cancel? Support the research scientists seeking the answers, by
giving to the American Cancer
Snciety.,

DISCOUNT
PHOTO
SUPPLY
PRICES

APRIL PAINT SALE
• Wall Paint

$495

•Semi-Gloss Enamel

$191 Qt.

•4" Paint Brush

TRIPLETS WITH TRIPLETS—Born three ears ago to Mr. and Mrs. Norville Freymuth
of near Wapakoneta. Ohio. triplets (from left) David, Diane and Danny hold triplet lambs born op the Freymuth farm recently.

NOT BY
MY VOTE!

1"- -

men will f ind ways to obtain strong drink, and men will sell
but
NOT BY MI VOTE
Liquor may continue to flow on like a river, forever; and men, women
and irsiocent children will continue to suffer from its many effects,
bet'
ROLM ItC-1911ingalned bars may-open in our city.
increasing the amount of liquor car.
smiled, thereby producing additional
alcoholics, increased crime, and
more Lad eniorcemant problems,
but
NOT BY MY VOTE

ARE COMING,
TO MURRAY

Mabel', my toll Ise death knell
of a Mom being slain by beveraoe
alcohol every five rinutes of the
day,
bet
1.*1 4CTE

tCT BY

..,
Agin's t

%MOOSE YOU THIS DAY WHOM YE WILL"SERVE".. ....7oshua 25:1E

6e9tel'a

SALE LASTS THRU APRIL -

Central Shopping
Center
Opening Mon.,
Apr. 19
Grand Opening
A ril 23-24

ii

HUGHES PAINT STORE
401 Maple

Phone 753-3642

THEIR FUTURE
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TURN 51E1C11 LEFT s

QUESTION
SPECIAL ELECTION

'00
Vek:egis'

ARE YOU IN FAVOR OF THE
SALE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES?

FOR THE SAKE
OF YOUR FAMILY

PRAY BEFORE YOU
ir0T
VOTE DRY VOTE NO

Bau, Tave/uta , and Saloons, VOTE lY - VOTE NO

REG.
Mary
House
Ilries I
For at
faces

YES
NO

Peeade

Lett

VOTE AgAI/V5
LIQUOR!
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up
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The question for citizens of Murray is not whether we
want bootleggers OR legal liquor . . . The question is do we want
bootleggers AND legal liquor by tke drink in
Murray.

VOT NO! and help preserve the good image that Murray has
alwgys had as a desirable
place to live.

(MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY DRY LEAGUE)
(THIS
IS A PAT, POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT)

a

a

With the purchase of 2 gallons of paint
you get FREE a 9" roller and pan!

At Your
All New

QUESTION

The goverment may license the beer, wine
and whiskey dealers and be deceived into
thinking a few tax dollars justify the
enslavement of the innocent, and bargain
away pulblic health and moral prigli4ples,
but
NOT BY MY VOTE
'/,
The liquor traffic moy ctorn.jk the social and political life of the
nation; it soy,worm its way into all businesS, and "en into the
sacred precincts of the haw and the churct,
but
NOT BY MY VOTE

Gal.

SPECIAL!!

Alcohol victims may fill our jails, skidrows and mental institutions
but
NOT BY MY VOTE
Marriage vows may be broken, divorces may multiply, 1-krres may be
destroyed, and children's prdblems may greatly incre.lse,
but
NCM BY MY VOTE

$200

WE HAVE SEVERAL DIFFERENT
KINDS OF WALLPAPER IN STOCK

SAMPLE BALLOT

—

1 98

• Mis-Mix Paint

DRUG STORE
1MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

Gal.

4010

IAY-AF'RIL 19. KM
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Day Care Centers Thriving

mmissioned
ball fleet" in

proposals for submission to
By LEROY POPE
state and provincial legislatures
UPI Business Writer
NEW YORK (UP!)-Nursery in North America. Brown said
schools and children's day care there were many misrepresenoperators
Some
centers have become a big tations.
business in the United States as claimed to have invested money
inflation drives mothers into In company-operated pilot centers when in fact no centers
jobs.
Not surprisingly, franchising had been opened. The names of
promoters have jumped into the famous educators were used,
field. Some franchise operations giving a false impression that
are sound, but the Child they were connected with the
Welfare League of America, franchise scheme. The name of
Inc., New York, warns persons President Nixon was used to
hoping to make money caring imply falsely that the &federal
for small children to inspect all government would pay fees' for
children in day care centers
franchise offers carefully.
Harold Brown, the crusading and nursery schools.
Boston lawyer who has been The Child Welfare League
going after franchisers ranging printed a brochure entitled
from the big three automobile "Small Children as Small
manufacturers to chains of Business," giving many sources
snack bars, warns that many of specific information about
franchise offers in the child the nursery school and day care
care field are unsound if not field. The brochure warned
that, like many other small
frauduler2t.
Writing in the newsletter of service enterprise, this is
the Public Information Center. financially a high risk operation
William Pierce of the Child and in addition it requires
League
Welfare
office
in substantial capital.
Washington, D.C. accuses some Th4s- league also warned that
franchisers of trying to tear the mothers who need day child
down existing state licensing care most cannot afford to pay
laws and standards lor child the fees a center run for profit
care centers to make it easier must charge. They must take
to sell franchises and operate their children to public welfare
them as skimp
aspossible. child care centers.
Pierce said
a move Finally, the league warned
recently was made in the Ohio that to run a child care center
Legislature. He charged that properly requires expert trainstate licensing standards are ing in child psychology, nutrirelaxed to please the franchi- tion and great personal devosers. "There is danger of tion.
return to the kind of child care
featuring chicken and dried
Trucks Haul
beans nutrition which exists
Produce
where licensing laws don't
WASHINGTON —
protect children," he said.
About 67 per cent of all
Brown made a detailed fresh fruits and vegetables
analysis of the advertising and
now delivered to the Nacontract drafts of some of the tion's 41 largest metropolifranchised child Care center tan areas arrives by truck.

kill quickly. And their
powerful, residual action
keeps on killing. If roaches,
ants, or other insects are
haying a blast at your expense

blast them with Kill-Ko.
Its a real bomb.

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service

de- ao.
REBUILDING THE PAST- Mrs. Rita Volpini, Old Sturbridge Village weaver, pauses for a
moment near the Moses Wilder blacksmith ship. Old building dates to about 1810 and was moved to
the village from Bolton, Mass.

FOCUS ON HISTORv

Colonial living recalled
in Sturbridge Village
By FRANK RACER
Copley News Service
STURBRIDGE, Mass. With the grim business of the
Revolutionary War behind
them and soldiers returned to
the more familiar pursuit of
"eking out a living," the now
independent
American
colonists began the task of
building a nation.
How they started - and what
it was like in a New England
village in the half-century after
the War of Independence - is
shown in living color and all
dimensions in a re-creation just
off the Massachusetts Turnpike
in this town.

A step inside the village, and
the visitor is in the world of the
forefathers. The calendar is
turned back 'ilearlk two cen-.
tunes, and the magic of living
in a different age is complete.
It is all strangely familiar
because it is a part of our
heritage - this village green,
this grist, mill and the
blacksmith at - work. These
women spinning,.these pottery
makers at their clay and this
old printing shop - ise•ve seen
the pictures and we've read of
the arts. Here they are in the
_

Bomb out roaches,
ants, flies, mosquitoes,
moths, fleas, or say
flying or* erswIrraciriseet
Kill-Ko Insect esib and
ll4(o Roach and Ant Bomb

1-Ko

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

flesh and all busy- and smiling,
sweaty and bent to the task
This is not just a short-stop
look-see. A visit to the 250
acres, where you cross a
stream over a covered bridge,
is the tour of a real village
inhabited by rear artisans at
their weaving, their cabinetmaking and their milling. It is
no movie set, no stage show and
it is a great deal more than a
pageant - though pageantry is
here in the day-by-day performance of handicraftsmen at
work.
It's peacefully quiet - this
iomrnunity of the past. No ring
of telephone, no cars on the
rutted roads. Only the heat of
the blacksmith as he hammers
,161 a hurSeStioe at his forge
and, in summer, the -swish of
river water over the gristmill's
wheel.
The outside world seems far
away. 'the pace of nearby
ConnecticuAnd Massachusetta
highways is forgotten. IN,
oxen hauling the cart near

I

general store lumber along,
atuned to the hands of the clock
in the meetinghouse steeple.
Agriculture is the foremost
industry of this New England
village, just as it was in the
counterpart of post-Revolution
days. A complete farm has
been assembled here from
many sections of New England,
and the 36 old homes, shops and
other structures are typical of
the Yankee community of the
founding fathers.
The village green with its
meetinghouse was where the
early town meetings were held.
These assemblies in preRevolution days had hummed
with -protest over.. British
taxation and then, after the
war, rang with the debate of
electioneering and town
managepent.
general store, the
Heeer
'tavern, the printing office, the
barnyard and the pasture. Here
is ie General Salem Towne
Hos4se, a mansion built in 1794
and furnished in the elegance of
at 4

provide a more sedate image.
In the 1968 election the
Liberal brass decided Trudeau
OTTAWA - Politicians are
must be, among other things, a
assessing the impact on the
kind of sex symbol. They ,adalectorate of a married Pierre
vertised him then as being 46
Elliott Trudeau and on balance
until newsmen discovered he
find it good.
was really 48. They organized
Trudeau broke the hearts of
squads of Trudeau girls who
thousands of women in Canada
screamed and clutched at their
-- and abroad for that matter
hero as he traveled across
- when he married 22-year-old
Canada.
Margaret Sinclair of VanThe image worked and
couver to end his appeal as one
Trudeau swept in with a
of the world's most eligible
handsome majority. In inbachelors.
tervening years the jet-set,
But his Liberal Party
swinger reputation has hung on
strategists, after their initial
aided by dates with well-known
shock, have concluded the
personalities like actressprime minister in his new role
singer
Barbra Streisand.
if married man can be a very
Now the party will discard
attractive candidate in the
the well-trained Trudeau girls,
likely 1972 general election.
and the prime minister's style
One thing the politicos accept
as "Kissing Pierre" will go into
is that Trudeau cannot be
discard. In any event the
presented in the 1972 campaign
Liberal Party strategists
as a rather youthful and conconcede that the swinger image
temporary swinger. As a
for 51-year-old Pierre was
married man he will have to
wearing thin.
Grant Deactunan, chairman
of the Liberal parliamentary
caucus, welcomes the new
Trudeau with his beautiful
bride. "In terms of news and
publicity value, it will be the
biggest thing since Grace Kelly
married Prince Rainier of
Monaco," he said.
"And this marriage of an
Anglo-Saxon girl from British
Columbia to a FrenchCanadian from Quebec will do
more for Canadian unity than a
dozen federal-provincial
conferences."
Deaehman, an
astute
politician, confessed he was
looking forward to the prospect
of the Trudeaus having a baby
before the 1972 campaign. "A
picture of Pierre rocking his
son in his arms would be
FRYING PAN TO FIRE -sensational - the other parties
U.S. Army Pvt, Stephen P.
Abney talks to reporters in could go away and die,''
Los Angeles, where he ar- Deachman smiled.
rived after spending nearly
Up to now Trudeau's official
three years in a Soviet prime ministerial mansion in
prison on drug smuggling Ottawa has been a dull place
charges. Abney was AWOL where he lived with servants.
from Fort Ord, Calif., when With the new Mrs. Trudeau, the
arrested near the Afghan-t, residence is expected to
istan border in 1968. Now become the top social center in
he wants ."to face things the Canadian capital, even
and dear my record," and eclipsing the prestigious if
the Army is holding him. sedate dinners and balls given

'Limited Time

REG. SI St
Rol Latex
Interior leatex Wall
Paint
Washable Easy
soap and water clean
up
coat covers most
rfaces

99
per Gal.

7
Roller 81 Pan
Set
Sturdy, reusable. Handle
& tray Reg.
11.2999c

Rol-Hide Latex
Wall Paint
• one( oat
• No C1N(•

Budget Priced for Freshen up
and rover up paPrit lobs
White and Colors
contains
lead tree psernaints.

Gal. Now

TO
arrh

*Intl Cadet.

DRUG STORE

Central Shopping
Center
Opening Mon.,
Apr. 19
Grand Opening
April 23-24

only V 99
CAPE COD
Deep Ruffles Easy Ming

ALSO 3,i HORSEPOWER 2-4'CUT

4$" - 54" long

GARDEN PRIDE

63" - 72" ionq

EASY HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS
MODEL 32-1•62
ONLY

Heavyweight woven °Lactose type bedspread. . rounded
- -4:fir Ileri and fulls trininied S
luAurinus fringe. Machine
washable and &sable Pre Oral( Snow White. Antique White,
Gold. Avocado

00
alit)

:
123 9. 4
49
2999 s 5O
C)%
rii

41

Be owtirrie with handsome Ivory ALARM CLOCK BY LUX
*Guaranteed self-starting
A REAL VALUE AT
•Fasy to read

s2"

°c
AKe1,171FtfteshayloYn-

CANNQN
TOWELS

-

Gorgeous exits large .24" x

Prin

led and solid sheared and reversible Jac
guard. If perfect, would sell for Si s/9
In 5.5.80.

• nigh Gkos noise
• I Cohn.,

lad Corti' - Coptour Rue
20" • 24"
Throw rug 20" x 32"
100'.4 I renxh
Super Urinsp Rayon pile in various solid
color$
S')99 & S 49

perQt

•80- 144"
'Assorted Patterns
•Varioull Het:orator
Orkin

14
'

44

3 pc. SPECIAL

9

PAPER TOWELS
THE FAMOUS Si kosi ONIF
.Nyisn-rCinfrweed !or Isy reuse

e.. Pe•,11.4

'499

5??

the paint with the, wornqn's touch!

BILBREY'St
E. MAIN STREET

At Your
All New

ftre S2 39

ing• Lon
Wifg

5?9

ARE COMING
TO MURRAY

Interiors, Exteriors
and Marine

Oil Base
House Paint 4

•

BEAUTY A
PRICES

39" - 36" long

Trim & Deck
Enamels

Mary Carter's
'419 Colic f

"Our BestReg $6 89
Gal

Latex Wall
Paint

NT
DISCO
HEALTH

Very Attractive Golds and
Greens and Whites. 63" and
81" lengths.

*Southbed QssIity
*Briggs & Stratton Engine. 3 IIP
'Adjustable Wheels
*Safety Guard
•Revoill Starter

Clearance
s
YSpecial
OUR CHOICE

For all exterior sur
faces

by Governor-General Roland
Michener and his wife.
A typical reaction was that of
Liberal Member of Parliament
Ralph Stewart from northern
Ontario. He thought wife
Margaret would be enormously
helpful to Trudeau and would
be a great political asset.
"Margaret can be to Pierre
what Jacqueline was to
President John F. Kennedy and
Lady Bird to President Lyndon
Johnson," he said.
Opposition parties are in fact
rather glum over the Trudeau
marriage and what it will do to
them in the next election. They
try to draw some comfort from
a rather widely held view in
Canada that Trudeau went a bit
far in marrying a girl nearly 30
years his junior.
And these rival politicians
hope that the many women who
(kited on Pierre as a tlIkchelor
will now settle down and give
some of their votes to other
than Liberal candidates.

MAKE LERMANS
Your-HOME
FURNISHINGS
headquarters!

Savings up
to 32%!
REG. Ulf
Mary Carter Latex
Mouse Paint
Qries in 30 minutes

I

Politicos lookfavora bly
on Trudeauls marriage

It's in -living color" because
it's all alive, and it's in all
dimensions because Old
Sturbridge Village is just that
- a peopled community in the
era 1790-1840.

...Roaches,
Ants, Insects

MONDAY-APRIL I

t.000firma

PHONE 753-5617

G.E.

VACUUM
CLEANERS
Reg. 95"
NOW $26

114R -BE-(111

GRILL

3djusinients lie that "not right- grilling
xharcoal flz•or

taste 11W11

LERMANS
—7".:=7"Nee
1"1ie s
LAY
-1-A—
WAY

flPfirAN`i
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New Sight-Seer "Sport" Fund Raising Is A Tough Job, .11747
No Matter How Much Help Given
Watchers

MONDAY—APRII. 19. 11771
Dressed-up door knobs
SALEM, Ore. (UPI) — An
SALEM, Ore. (UPI) - historical marker has be-en
Ninety sets of special door
aced at Fort Stevens near
knobs, each bearing an imprint \Iiarrento on the northwest
of the Oregon state seal, base Oregon coast, where a shell
been purchased at a cost of fired from a Japanese sub$75 a set for a portion of the marine struck on June 21,
"Philharmonic" Baptised
Boone said he baptized "The state capitol building which has 1942. Ft. Stevens was the only
Philharmonic," a musical been remodeled. The knobs had U.S. military installation on
group, in his Beverly Hills pool. to be specially cast to match U.S. soil to come under fire in
Nine young men whom he the original doorknobs in the World War II, and the first post
attacked since 1812.
baptized confessed to having 35-year-old capitol building.
been on hard drugs. Now they
are reading the New Tes%‘i.
tament.
%routs
So far Boone is the only show
B. ii titul
business luminary to become
involved in the surge of this
new evangelism and to speak
out on what many youths call
Jesus freaks.
"I go up to the Strip
ministering to kids who have
drifted around, find themselves
broke and strung out on drugs.
It's disconcerting to old time
folks who go to church once a
week.
"I've talked to Billy Graham
and other religious leaders and
I believe the Second Corning is
imminent."

Pat BooneTurnedOut Of Church
Just But Says His Work Is Worthwhile

By GAY PAULEY
oer,. teams what it's like. She
By VERNON SCOTT
UPI Women's Wake
wv. Mrs_ Lerner, former newsHollywood Correspondent
UPI
NEW YORK ( UPI o—Evee- paper and magazine reporterHOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Pat
,tually it happens to you if yew writer, were discussing final
Boone disqualified himself as a
work with a charitable a's tketods of the ball as they sat in
freak, a member of the
Jesus
similar organizatiea 'Veer, The library of the Roosevelt
avant garde evangelists, but he
asked to serve on a narnaitatee acia.-tment on Park Avenue.
has been turned out of his own
for a fund-raising cum sriz
T.
:make the Irvington House
for joining the movechurch
you accept. Scartag !Ps true J: roma different, the fund-raisers
ment and has baptized a dozen
to the corriammkt tr unit "scaled to have a "bal rouge et
neophytes in his swimming
. leer." with the models drawn
COnSCiettee. alit blesses war pool.
"
•
lows
must
THA7
be all
from the social world, agreeing
How wrons. tqu Art .sh.lit :Se to get their hair toned either
-I don't like the word 'freak'
%es red or black or variations
tot
wort crewsest.
of
because it is too easily
Suineroest.
.
Frank=
the two: That gave them a
misinterpreted," Boone said.
Mrs Air Jay Lerner. Bat chance to ask Roux, the hair
He is, however, convinced
then mrssager tiretbe goodl color manufacturers, to help
that the drug culture and
feeling &ter- so a whale year finance the event. The firm also
turned-off youth are turning to
of telephorung. the seemingly is giving some
advanced
Christianity for salvation and
endless strategy meetuigs, the medical equipment to aid in
answers to personal and world
interruptions in the household, rheumatic fever research.
problems.
when the culmination is a
The diance also will feature V
sizable net profit for a cause buffet-sayle dinner and a casino,
think the Jesus movement
Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. which ought to help get the
is real and legitimate," Boone
Lerner are among the many men moving around.
said. "It may be a shallow
volunteers now at the countexperiment for many, sort of
Work for Others Ingrained
down stage of one of New
an in thing to do. Jesus people
Putting her energies to work
York's major fund-raising for others is ingrained in
could be for real or it may be
events, a dinner dance April 21, Felicia Roosevelt. One of her
just a fad.
to raise funds for Irvington ancestors was Jacob Schiff, the
"A Great Deal More"
House, a privately supported philanthropist. Her father was
-Personally, I 4 know it is a
institute for research into Paul Felix Warburg, financier
great deal more than that
rheumatic fever and allied and philanthropist also. And in
because such things as 30fans ore
At
be Aryieleelliesmotiesiel Airgert these al
diseases.
second drug cures are happenaddition to Irvington House, getting' their kicks watching a 747 corne in for a landing.
National Home, a division of'
ing"
Mrs. Roosevelt, the honorary she's active with Project Hope.
By RANK DATNOW
ational Liberty Corporation,
Boone,
his
with
clean-cut
chairman, has been involved
Central Press Association C'orrespondent
Some suggestions the women
was recently commended in the
LOS ANGISLES—The most expensive new show being put on appearance, family image and
with fundraising for this made for successful fundout this way ian't.in Hollywood or over at Disneyland. Instead, it's white buckskin shoes has long United States Congressional
institute, affiliated with the raising:
the
"747 Spectacular" and it plays daily at Los Angeles Interna- been Mr. Clean in raunchy Record for bringing low-cost
New York Medical Center, for
— Select committeewomen tional Airport.
ance to the general public,
Hollywood.
20-some yeart. Irvington House who will work, not just lend
There, the movement in.snd out of the giant $20 million Boeing Still he was recently uncommendation read, in part,
is now in its 50th year.
their names.
superjet liners has becomeNa sight-seeing attraction for local coupled
from the Church of "With the highest public interest
Mrs. Lerner Commentator
—If you possibly can, find a residents as well as out of tccivs,visitors.
t heart, the National Liberty
Mrs. Lerner, petite brunette sponsor who'll pay the basic
Millions of passengers have already flown the super transport. Christ for his activities in the
rporation group of companies
Jesus movement.
Just the same, for plenty more vantage point are so
wife of the author-lyricist- costs.
good that
mbuies reliability and quality
"I've
been
a
religious
who
aren't
the
man
jet
all
in
set,
the
producer, is one of her
Mike Barnes of San Pedro,
—Have an executive secretaof service with noteworthy price
committeewomen and commen- ry who really can run the office 747 is still an eye-popping nov- Calif., who drives an ice cream my life," Boone said. "Down in
Ity.
truck makes the spot a regular - Tennessee my father was an dvantages. It is to be corntator for the hair fashion show and knows the people invoved
As proof, fans turn out daily stop on his run. In
fact, the big- elder and a deacon in the ended on its leadership and
that will be part of the in the event.
at the L.A. airport to watch gest day in his
ision in this field df human
business
church.
entertainment at the Hilton
—Start an event on time. the 747s take off and land. came with the first flight career
of the
"'the elders asked me to welfare".
Some
of
these
Hotel'event.
747
just
watchers
"You can't expect many over
747 into Loa Angeles. He sold
leave the church. They believe National Home has been of"I cannot tell you the man 35 to stick around after 11 happen to be passing the out his entire stock.
sprawling
airport
and
get
the
miracles only happened in the fering low-cost protection for
hours you will spend on the o'clock," said Mrs. Roosevelt,
rge
first century to prove the tenets more than 50 years. It is
telephone," said Mrs. Roose- "but the older people are yoti, of theto park and wait for one
big birds to co
in.
of Christianity; and that God currently paying benefits at the
financial supporters."
Most really dedicated 747
now only through natural rate of tnore than one manor
acts
bast's, however, pursue their
donarsta month.
law and providence."
watching as something of a
Boone thinks otherwise. He' An annotuicement in today's
hobby. For one thing, they
Murray Ledger & Times gives
know the arrival and departure
believes in 20th century
times in advance. What's more,
&cies and rejects organized complete details of National
they know exactly which runreligion's quest to explain Home's hospital insurance plan.
ways will be used and just
Readers of this newspaper who
miracles rstiOnally.
where are the best places to
By Lois Campbell
"The Jesus movement is act before April 22, 1971 may
watch.
State News Bureau
taking place in communes, which enroll in the plan for only 25c.
WEEK-ENDS are the bus.est
Indicates
to me it's real," the Among its benfits, the plan pays
time for catching the 747 show.
FRANKFORT, Ky.--Littida singer said . "Jesus people are up to $500.00 a month in tax-free
The equivalent of "front row,
center" for these fans is either Sherrow, children's librarian at growing in numbers in Berke- cash when any covered member
end of 24 North. That's. -the the state Department of ley, along the Sunset Strip. The goes to the hospital. The plan
newest runway at'Los Angeles Libraries, is conducting serier movement has taken over the requires
no
medical
International. It was designed of day-long workshops on Univenaity of California cam- examination, and there is no age
specially to accommodate the children's library services.
big Boeings.
Nearly 200 people from 68
It's not at all unusual to see counties have
attended the five
whole families turn out at the
At Your
approach or lift off
peInts. Act- workshops already held at
,
ually. 24 North is a two lane Princeton, Elizabethtown, Paris,
All New
affair right. -and left parallel Versailles and London.
runways,..rich 8.925 feet long.
The objective of the series is to
' StatiOn wagon tail gates
PEACE PINCE-4North Viet- make good perches'-tss watch. impart practical knowledge and
nam's chief. peace negotia- -Veteran 747 fan% also bring advice on planning and operating
tor tells reporters in Pris along folding chairs, sandwiches children's programs.
According to Miss Sherrow,
and soft .trifiki -and make a
2what-he calls his
— a picnic of an afternoon of plane who is aiming at more effective
proposals" for
Central Shopping
summer reading programs for
firm dea
or complete watching_
travellers
country
Cross
ofyoungsters in 1971, "Sina the
withmilitary
unilateral
Center
drawal by the U.S., cessa- ten roll up at the high ground library is in competition for the
Opening Mon.,
tion of all bombing of at the western end of the run- attentions of children and
way with campers Others cootie people, we must plan carefully.
North Vietnam, and ap- on
motorcycles and in expenA r. 19
and innovallvely the services and
proval for overthrow of the sive sport cars.
programs we offer.
current Saigon regime.
The crowds at this particular
"Hopefully, this series of
workshops will aid librarians in
planning activities for young
r people that will enhance their
lives and make each visit to the
library a memorable one," she
said.
Two of the outstanding
•
programs used as examples
during. the workshops,are the
•
••*
Playinobile ,Projest in Harlan
County and the Sesame Street
Project in Logan County.
In the Harlan area where there
Ado
are few recreational facilities for
youngsters, the library conceived
the idea of a mobil recreation
program, or playmobile, to take
play facilities to the children.
Sponsored by the Harlan
County Church Women and
several teen-age tirls, play
sessions were held at various
locations.
S headlines picked probed Both .childreri 31(d parents
from an sides
seemed very enthusiastic and
appreciative of the Programs.
The public figures
and their critics who make the headlines
The Sesame Street Proect was
Presented to answer your questions and present
held every Monday, Wednesday
their views
and Friday last July at the Logan
County Public Library Children
ou eel,know Nashville s every move
from throughout the county
community elation and frustration And you
came to watch the educational
can be part of the action Yore invited to call
"Sesame Street" program on
direct and ask Questions or present your views
leveishi:lidnr
lorithteo
covi
on the air to our audience and guests
en attending the
US The weather - local national and
presentation, a number of
international time of day and special daily and
Children were exposed to a
weekly features
program which was not availabe
In their own hornes. In Nidition,
many of the children became
aware of the library and its
personnel for the first time.
Not only do the children benefit
from the libraries' summer
programs, but, as Miss Sherroe
A CBS AFFILIATE
BANKAMERICARD
aptly said,"The library needs the
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 6 30 A M
vitality, honesty, and eagern.,,,
//..4
/11
for
knowledge
of
theo..
youngsters to keep its
young and fresh "

Gawk at Giant Plane
As It Lands, Departs

Insurance Firm
om mended For
Low Cost Policy

childrenf

LOW
DISCOUNT
rescriptio
PRICES

orkshops
conducted

on your drapery &
slipcover drycleaning
Make your draperies and sill:covers
look new agaiir-with Sanitone drycleaning. gurSanitone process floats
the soit.titit, then forms a protective
shield-to help keep it out. So whites
whiter, colors are brighter. Fabrics feel and look new again. Act now
and get big savings. Offer good for a
limited time only.

'II

Sanitone

Sanitone is the only thycleaning recommended by
Nettle Creek for their quality bedspreads and draperies.

Otter Good April 12th-24th

BOONE
Laundry & Cleaners
THE CLEANER INTERESTED IN YOU

Ci

SHOE SALE
500/0
SAVE UP TO

5 BIG DAYS—

Sale Starts Tues., A •ril 20, thru Sat., April 24
Regularly 519-524"

Naturalizers
714
Stride
$762-$1429
NOW$952-

Regularly 51600- 520"

Nashville A

•
•
It will wake you up, maybe shake you up...
it's that kind of show.
A new kind of television for Nashville.
News xJay

NOW

Controversy

Regularly s1450-s16'

Y

PI

1,u

Cern/red WasirrIbistritarr

ARE COMING
TO MURRAY

DRUG STORE

ri

Flips
Adams Shoe
Store
$762
.
$
NOW /

Downtown Shopping Center

43

9olie

BANKAMERICARD
avkleas /4-N'
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FRAT1EFt GETS AWARD
/PIKED BEVERAGE
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) —
Nev. (UPI)—A
Joe LAS VEGAS,
Heavyweight champion
her orange
says
who
'omen
Frazier will receive the 1971
with LSD has
spiked
was
kink
Waruunaker Athletic Award as
a $1 million damage suit
Philadelphia's outstanding ath- filed
a Las Vegas theater.
against
lete at a luncheon May 11.
By Jim Warren
interstate
Capable of polluting our en- quality standards for
He previously won the award Hilda Perryman said the
State News Bureau
but also
theater was negligent in selling
vironment they also are capable and intrastate streams
in 1968
standards for the effluents
her the beverage, which resultof
un-polluting
it."
student
FRANKFORT, Ky.—A
the streams."
into
dumped
in illness in both her mind
ed
Burger
also
had some strong
TERRELL STARTS COMEmember of the state Air Pollution
body. She said the residual
and
language
look
who
for
those
called
has
BACK
Control Commission
1•1117.G81tALD SIGNED
of the illness may be
effect
lightly
on
the
problem.
Forfor more individual responsibility
CINCINNATI (UPI) — The CLEVELAND (UPI) —
A.,
continuing.
seem
to.
"Americans always
mer WBA Heavyweight Champ
by citizens in the fight against
have felt we would always have a Cincinnati Royals announced
environmental pollution.
draft Ernie Terrell, 32, will start on
eighth
their
of
signing
the
huge frontier we could escape to.
111111.1)alls..,_ JAIN Alga
the road to a comeback against
Robert Burger, a student at the
Help add to the 1,500,000
If things become bad we can choice Friday, 205-pound foran undertermmed opponent in living Americans cured of canUniversity of Louisville, is one of
FitzgerFitzgerald.
Frank
ward
always move further on and find
per an April 28 bout at the cer—give to the American Cantwo students appointed to the Air a
— Br
new fresh place where it is ald averaged 14.4 points
Control
Pollution
Cleveland Arena.
Water
cer Society.
and
College.
Boston
at
game
clean and healthy.
1714 —1 111111
Pirlart‘inimassi
Commissions by Gov. Louie B.
"We have finally come to a
Nunn last August.
time when we have to realize this
In an interview Burger said, is
no longer true. There is only so
"Primary responsibility must
inuch in the way of natural
citizen.
individual
the
with
rest
We must realize that if we really resources to use and we are
rapidly approaching that limit.
want clean air, water and land we
We cannot go and ravage the land
must change our life styles and
and
expect it to spring back
for
pay
to
have
we are going to
church in background.
A Tawks*Ory street Note classic Norman tower of that
naturally."
it."
•
Burger sees the environmental
Water pollution is only a part of
By ANDO BOLOGNA
problem as perhaps the greatest
urged
Burger
and
the problem
I Press Association
ever to face mankind and one
citizens to become knowledgable
COrKeRpOltdellt
which will be with us forever.
4
entire environmental needs.
of
"Problems like Vietnam will, I
TEWKESBURY, England a
do
can
citizen
average
"The
ageantry and victory that
be solved in the next few
think,
without
lot to change his life style
ook place in this picturesque
'Tay. But the environmental
he
,"
inconvenicienee
much
too
are
England
medieval
own of
problem may never be fully
said. "Automobiles cause
ng recalled this year with
This problem is not one
solved.
you
commemoration
time
he appropriate
pollution so the next
where you can work for awhile
I the 500th anniversary of the
want to go downtown, take the
then sit back and rest. The
attle of Tewkesbury and the
bus or even better, walk and
50th anniversary of the conof keeping a healthy,
challenge
CONflias
at
healthy
more
make yourself
THE DEXIST
ecration of ,the Tewkesbury
clean and beautiful environment
NE Of ON
SCF
time."
same
the
bbey.
will be with us."
Burger is no stranger to always
The Battle of Tewkesbury
Burger feels strict regulations
having
work
governmental
as considered the concluding
and enforcement are the only
served as a Legislative Intern
ction in the Wars of the
real answers to the enoses. It unfolded on a field,
during last year's General
.41104*-4".-"
vironmental problem and the
flown since as -The Bloody
Assembly.
Water Pollution Control Comeadow" on May 4, 1471 when
After what he called initial
e Yorkists defeated and massto the mission is moving in that
appointment
his
at
shock
the Lancastrians. It enddirection by considering uniform
commission Burger has been
the conquering aspirations
for both inter and intrastate
rules
per
spending at least one day
Queen Margaret of Anjou
week on commission business streams.
ho subsequently returned to
"I think this is the most imance.
and attending monthly meetings
the House of York crushed the Lancastrians.
Hers
thing the commission has
portant
the
of
to
addition
inaugural
With the
and public hearings in
ever done," Burger said."We are
ewkeabury Festival, 1971, on of Gloucestershire will be de- on the Abbey grounds, Sports his regular class room work.
THIS MOST HAPPY FELLA is on his way to Disneyland in California, where he got
ay 4, a long series of pro- picted In the May 8 pageant on the fields and on the rivers While some environmentalists considering not only water
a tryout and qualified for.an "acting" role at Walt Disney's World, Orlando, Fla.
ms are scheduled until Oct. and procession, medieval ban- are also being scheduled.
pictures about
grim
painted
have
abthe
of
the anniversary
Tewkesbury is a tourist's dequets on Friday and Saturday
y's consecration on Oct. 23, evenings at the Abbey Mill. and light, having timbered houses the future of the environment,
Burger is convinced the problem
121.
In the sound and light show with overhanging eaves along
•
a
•
every week day night from July streets that haven't changed in can and will be solved.
TYVEKESBURY, situated at 1 to Sept. 25 at Tewkesbury hundreds of years. Old inns "I feel we can clean up our
still bear the same time-hon- water, air and land and still
e confluence of the Severn and Abbey.
• • •
ored names of the Renaissance. maintain our current rate of
von Rivers, some 106 miles
m London, derived its name
AT THE SOUND and light A network of small alleyways industrial growth. If this country
m Theocbury. A hermit shows, John Neville, narrator, runs from the town's three
and the world are technologically
k, Theoc, is said to have will describe how the townsfolk main streets.
t a hut on the site. Later saved the Abbey from being -dee Oddo and Doddo, sons of stroyed during King Henry
KENTUCKY
a Saxon nobleman, who erected
disRolution of the English
the first stone church of monasteries in 1539. They
Tewkesbury and established the bought the building from the
Benedictine community which Icing *for 453 pounds, paid in
- nourished for 800 years.
;Ibtifree installments,
'By Lois Campbell
seven days a week. Hours run
Between 1875 and 1879. exThe Tewkesbury Abbey
Bureau
State
News
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
made
were
urch. one of the largest in tensive restorations
Monday through Saturday, and
tam, is distinguished by its on the edifice; more repairs
, Ky.—The from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
lye Norman tower which were carried out in 1939 and FRANKFORT
Kentuckx_Historical Society's Sundays and holidays.
12 bells. The edifice con- 1960.
• • •
library is a popular spot for The library is housed in both
s intricate vaulting, superb
Prince
THE BODY of Edward,
century Windows, chan- of Wales, slain at Tewkesbury. historians and researchers who the east and west rooms. of the
, and monument. Completed is buried in the Abbey Chancel. come daily to browse among the northern half of the Old Capitol
1105, it was not consecrated The abbey was the asylum for 50,000 volumes in the unusual which serves as headquarters for
til 1121
the Historical Society.
many invading Lancastrians collection.
Many interesting titles and
The gateway and part of the who were slaughtered in the "We had 10,000 visitors during
BENEFITS TO HELP YOU MEET THE COST OF MODERN HEALTH CARE
a bey houses are still standing, church by the Yorkiats who re- 1970," said librarian Mrs. Ann documents are enclosed-in the
Leh with the abbey church, jected the pleas for nierg, from McDonnell. "There's never a day micro-filming section which is
re built by the Norman lord, the abbot.
that we don't have someone come located in the library.
in Blue Cross and Blue
During this year's festival,
* Eligible employee groups and individuals, who are not enrolled
bert FitzHarnon, who imfor study and research."
in
Kentucky's U. S. Census
conCaen,
exhibits,
art
^t.here will be
opportunity
enrollment
ported the stone from
this
of
advantage
take
Shield
certs, recitals, plays, medieval That includes Saturdays and schedules from 1810 to 1880 are
France.
'Much of the rich history of and, Ren,aissance dances with Sundays,the librarian said, since available to researchers on
addrtionat coverage.
* Eligible employee groups already enrolled may apply for
royalty, conflict, and tradition poetry, verse and song, staged the facilities are open and staffed microfilm tapes, as are tax lists,
an extensive collection of
for you.
newspapers, county records and
* Full-time college students inquire about the program designed
of
collection
Draper
the
and Blue Shield-65 Plan
manuscripts—one of the most
* Eligible persons age 65 or older may apply for the Blue Cross
Medicare
complete records of early
duplicate
not
does
but
which supplements
Kentucky history.
of
papers
Shield members contact our
A collection of
* Enrolled Farm Bureau and individual Blue Cross and Blue
Kentucky governors from 1792 to
40205, for information on
Kentucky
Louisville Office, 3101 Bardstown Road, Louisville,
1929 is also available to historians
upgrading your protection
on microfilm.
Mon., Tues.. Wed. - April 19, 20 &
There are seven thicrofilm
GROUPS MAY BE FORMED WHERE 5 OR MORE PERSONS ARE EMPLOYED.
reading machines for public use,
ANY
conis
information
and more
These Local Representatives Are Available For
stantly being put on film.
The history library's collection
Group Plan Consultation And Service
also includes five filing cabinets
ched suits or 2-piece dresses count as one!
of manuscripts, nearly 2n
cabinets of family records, four'
of loose county abstracts and
numerous other accounts oil
general information.
Many of the Historical Society
Library visitov are Kentuckians
who are interested in their farnil
genealogy and wish to trace their
Mel Brooks
ancestry through the society',
Tom Prather
Enrollment Rep.
records.
District
Bob Mobley
'According to Col. Genr c.
Nellus Wilson
Jim Stagg
Enrollment Rep
Enrollment Rep
Enrollment Rep.
Chinn, Historical
director, the library contains it,
KENTUCKY
larosst known collection. -of
KenfUcky records and history
The Kentucky Historical Societ
itself is the second largest stateLaundered to Perfection
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC
history agency in the , United
Si UE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, INC
States.
Phone: (502) 443-6515
Fourth and Broadway, Paducah, Ky. 42001'

Ancient Tewkesbury Remembers Polltitilin Commission Member Says
Two Historic Events Thi Near Citizen Involvement Is Necessary
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(evens near
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Historical Society Library
Serves Kentuckians, Others

SPECIAL
BLUE CROSS and BLUE SHIELD'

ENROLLMENT CAMPAIGN

For Murray and Calloway County—April 20 and 21, 1971

NOW AVAILABLE

Drydeanin' g

SPECIALS!
21

2 GARMENTS

week long

Shirt
Special

Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and
Maxi and Pleated Garments Extra

BLUE CROSS

CUP SCHEDULE SPA
(U1'1 , In,
NEW
YORK
schedule for the semi-fins:
round of the Stanley cep
playofffs between the New York
Rangers and the Chicago Black
Hawks was announced Friday
The opening game is In
Chicago on Sunday April 18.
and the second game also is in
Chicago on April 20 before thP
aeries shifts to New York On
22 and April 25.
Valparaiso. (:hile, is
greatest commercial seaport on
South kmerica's Pacific c(ia-t

anti

BLUE SHIELD

Farm Bureau Members Not Enrolled, Contact Your Farm Bureau Agent
• Regsytered yeryec• mallt• of the America', HosoktAt Associatoon

For Individual
Membership

5e5ste4ed yery4c• marbs of the Nahonal Assoc.atoou of Blu• Shi•Iff PIS/11
MIN MMMMMM MO

BLUE CROSS and SWF SEIM.°
3101 Bofdsr•wn Read t•u/svoll• Ky 40701

•

'
(Form Suretro Member(
see your Form Bureau Agent
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ADDRESS

Mail This
Coupon
Today

ZIP
SEAT'-I
cut
Please send me, without obligation, information on health core benefits qnd eligibility
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65 years °Nage or over
I our. 1 At years of age of under
Interestid in forming a group
A college student
nrn A Blue Cross ond Blue Stveld member, yertrficate
IC
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Ge!'?nli marred
bottling 19
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88 Year Old Earth
Woman Expires

Wee
Gets Into
Full Swing
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Seen & Heard . . .

(C,ontinued From Page One I
aornenedy, iHope we don't sounc
to holy.
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Working less but
enjoying it more.?

Mrs. Verna Winchester, widow
of Joseph Winchester who died
You appreciate fellows like
October 11, 1962, expired Sunday
Leonard Vaughn for instance,
at
a.m.
the
at 12:10
Northwest
who only had eight cents with him
Texas Hospital, Amarillo, Texas. By Lialteo Press inteniasopnal
when he came by the first time.
Spring Fever view with
She was 88 years of age.
He comes back an hour later and
for
the
concern
deceased
environment
The
resided in
The vicarious conflict, vicstuffs two green ones into the
By EDWARD NEILAN
Callowtry County until her Sunday as "Earth Week" got
tory and defeat of spectator
Ctfpkey News Service
collection
can.
husband's death. She was born in into Lull swing around the
,,
•
sports, is one leisure time
Calloway County on January te, nation.
You certainly cannot fall out
WASHINGTON — Feeling activity that is increasing
1883, and was the daughter of the By presidential proclamation, with anyone for not stopping.. tired and overworked?
dramatically.
late John Joshua Roberts and with seconding by many gover- After all it's a free country and
A glance at the figures on the
You shouldn't feel that way,
Elizabeth Owen Roberts. She was nors, this week is Earth Week, nobody knows where a fellow according to statistics
millions of viewers of televised
a member of the First Baptist with Wednesday officially likes to put his money. Some folks
If you are aa average man . o football games is testimony
"Earth Day."
Church, Amarillo, Texas.
give all they give to the church, living in an.,industrialized 10 IS trend.
Psy •ologists claim specMrs. Winchester is survived by In Philadelphia, 50,000 people, someone else to the Red Cross, nation, you will have 22 years
young, sat on the grass some else to the Cancer fund, etc. more free time in your life than tator sports bring excitement
.
two daughters, Mrs. Mildred ..mostly
and emotional release to
Holland of Clayton, N. M., and of Fairmount Park and listened
did your grandfather.
Whether or not that is a millions who are under stress
Miss Edith Winchester of to a four-hour rock concert. The Does make you feel good
Amarillo, Texas; two sons, P. A. only obvious tie with Earth however, when somebody stops comforting statistic, it serves and tension from their Sibs in
to illustrate the fact that the modern society.
, Winchester of Winston Salem, N. Week was an automobile ban in and drops in a dollar.
leisure revolution is at hand.
Others are taking to parC., and Joseph Winchester, Jr., of the 50-acre tract.
Tuscon, Arizona; two brothers, And then, some overzealous .So, the next time you see some , The reduction in working ticipation in do-it-yourself
Owen Roberts of Paris, Tenn., environment buffs parked their folks collecting something on that. time per week between 1850 hobbies and the full range of
and Jesse Roberts of Murray cars on a superhighway leading order, stop and drop in and 1970 represents for many a outdoor recreation.
Whatever man does with his
Route Three; three grand- to the park, causing a traff' something. They'll appreciate it. gain of almost 30 hours's, free
time a week.
free time, it costs money to do
children; one great grandchild. jam.
In a recent articl irie it.
s
Funeral services will be held Three "Environmental Fairs"
Growth of Leisure Ind
'es:
In .-his article, Larabee says,
Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the opened Sunday in New York.
How Play Makes Wo
Hospital Report
in modern economics, by virtue of
chapel of' the J. H. Churchill One, at Cobble Hill Park in
Panorama, journal of the In- .ingher incomes,more time off
Funeral Home. Burial will be in Brooklyn, required a piece of ADULTS 105
t e r n a t i o n a I Labor and a greater longing to use
the Ivy Cemetery. Friends may trash ,as the price of admission. NURSERY 8
Organization, Peggy Landers leisike time actively, are in
call at the funeral home after five In The Bronx, hundreds of APRIL 16, 1971
lists the reasons for the new turn eirtating employment."
p.m. today (Monday).
bicycle riders gathered at the
leisure.
The United Nations yearbook
Grand Concourse and 161st
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Advanced technology, the of national'statistics records
Street and "Biked For a Better Mrs Linda Jeanette Easley and increase in paid holidays and
the money spent' on recreation
baby, Route 7, Mayfield,
City" to Poe Park.
vacations leading to shorter and entertainment country
by
work
weeks
Elsewhere in New York,
and
work
DISMISSALS
years, country. A number of items are
the
shortening of careers by covered: theater, films, hotels,
streets were closed and som Master Micheal Paul Robinson
persons placed tombstones at 111 South 10th, Murray, Ray longer training and earlier restaurants, books,
cesji (ma) Torses of 1701.the Bronx Zoo to lament the Parker Munday, 300 North 8th, retirement, plus longer life newspapers, magazines,
Miller Avenue, Murray, died extinction of several species of Murray, Mrs. Bessie Lee Bland spans combine to create the spectator sports, indoor and
I.
and Baby Boy, Route 2, Dover, phenomenon,
outdoor sports equipment and
Sunday at seven p.m. at the animals.
This leisure is not a prcfcluct sports licenses. - _
NJ" AND WELL -They call this new old white suit "Death in Venice," but the
Ministers
Tenn., Buell Wayne Duncan,
in
parts
of
,
WisconMurray
-Calloway County
wearer looks fit
of unemployment. It is, says
awl well as be weighs in before a night on the town.
, Hospital. He was 78 years of age sin and Michigan used Earth Route 1, Dexter, Carl Bennie
-'•Eric Larabee, author of "The; In every instance, consumer
and his death followed an ex- Week as a theme for Sunday Ray,404 South 9th, Murray, Mrs.
Self-Conscious Society," "time spending on these items and,
services; a youth group staged Helen Sue Spann, 805 Minervi
tended illness.
has
risen'
paid for by work, whether one's activities
Mr. Turner and his wife, Pearl an environmental festival in Place, Murray, Mrs. Suzette own or somebody else's':
dramatically since 1958.
E., who survives, celebrated Westlake Village in Los Angeles Frances Vaughn, Route 3
example,
For
France
Leisure is not all the time
their 50th wedding anniversary County; a "Survival Walk" was Murray, Evelyn Loutas, Route 3, outside working hours; it is the doubled its leisure spending in
NEW YORK LP! —The stock , tin4uly 17, 1970. He was a
retired held in downtown Indianapolis, Murray, Mrs. Minnie Lee time left after sleeping and the last 10 years to over $100
market opened mixed in fairly railroad, employee and
Chicago Carroll, Story Avenue, Murray, daily chores and work-related per adult last year.
they Ind.; South Side
active trading today.
In the United States, the
resided to Louisville before residents toured architectural Mrs. Rubie Pearl Fulcher, activities such as driving or
Shortly after the opening, moving to their present home
leisure "industry" is worth at
in landmarks while others picked Route' 6, Murray, 011ie Miller, riding to work.
up litter on Lake Michigan Route 1, Dexter.
By GUS STEVENS
It is, as Larabee says, "the least $30 billion annually — and
statue ot old Ben reigned over a advances topped declines, 113 Murray nine years ago.
Copley News Service
time left to do something en- growing.
banquet being held under the to 76, on 270 issues crossing the
The deceased was a member of beaches and a day-long Earth
International travel has been
joyable in itself."
dome of the Franklin Institute tape. The Dow Jones industrial the West Broadway 'United Day Fair opened in the Virginia
average was off 0.92 at 939.29.
You need not be drowned in a in Philadelphia.
What is the average man showing the most remarkable
Methodist Church, Louisville, suburbs of Washington, D.C.
canal to have that "Death in
doing with all the extra time on rate of growth, despite the
General Motors and Ford Lewis Lodge No. 91 Free and
The famous printer, who
plight of the troubled airlines.
Venice" look.
his hands?
could create his own kind of were unchanged at 87 and 63%, Accepted Masons, Louisville, and
(Continued From Page One)
It does help to have a deathly electricity, was wearing respectively, in the automotive the
able to vote in this city election.
United Brotherhood of
pale complexion. however, for knickers, square-toed shoes, a group.
The Local Option Committee
Railway Clerks and Steamship
this spring and summer the frock coat, lace shirt and
Steels showed a firm tone, Union. He was a Navy veteran of
contends that legalizing liquor
washed out, white and — if you square glasses.
with Bethlehem up 44 to 24, and ti'orld War I and was a member The Lynn Grove Sitool Parent- will:
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TWO CHIHUAHUA Pups, two
deep well pumps, one wringer
type washer, one automatic
washer. Phone 489-2651 after 5:00
AZONC
p.m.

10 x 52' MOBILE HOME. Twobedroom. Air-conditioned.
Carpeted throughout. Phone 7534770 or 753-6044.
A19C

Get Your Dekalb
Seed Corn
FOUR COMPLETE sets heavy
duty axles, all wheels with • Atrizen• Lorox• Lasso
• Hood Soybeans
electric brakes. Roll-away bed
without mattress. Phone 753• Dare Soybeans
A2OP
9242.
• Wayne Soybeans
Farmers Grain &
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12x64.
Seed Co.
Qood condition. Phone 489A20C Quality Field Seed &
21t15
Service R iiro d Ave.

FURNISHED or Unfurnished
Apartment. Air-conditioned. Wall
to wall carpet. Two-Bedroom
A22C
Phone 753-4331.
RENTING NOW-Furnished or
unfurnished Apartments for the
summer. Two-bedroom with
central air and wall to wall
Anc
carpet. Phone 753-4331.

1968 MOBILE HOME Perfect
111111111111111111111111111111 condition. Wall to wall carpet and
air-conditioned. Phone 753'ENdLANDERROX springs and
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
mattress, firm, regular size:also barn construction, utility poles 673'7.
bookcase, headboard and-frame. and boat docks Murray Lumber
TWO BEDROOM duplex with
753-6012
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
airstove,
refrigerator,
1TC
K3'•.
conditioner, washer, dryer.
moler
WHEEL HORSE lawn
$115.00 per month, $50.00 deposit.
and garden tractor. Phone $92- HANNAH'S..,,husband Hector 1714 Wells Ext. Couple preferred,
TFC hates hard work so he cleans the • no pets. Phone 313-842-2162. A3OP
8356 after 6:00 p.m.
rugs with B1ue liaStre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.'Western
house,
ROOM
unfurnished
Auto, "Home of The Wifung FIVE
now. $80.00 per month.
t
e
cite:l
ATI
Well."
A21C
753-6200.
LIKE NEW French Provencial
dining room table and chairs.
Two end tables and coffee table.
Phone 753-3767 or 753-4713. A21C

Protect Your Home!
Do not be deceived! Termites'work 24 hours
a day the year round . .. Winter and Summer,

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Terillite
and
Pest Control
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Py.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
v• Member Chamber of Commerce

UNQUIET AT FIRE BASE 6-An American gunner shields his ears from the big boom
of the 175mm gun, fired at that moment at Communist positions around Fire Base
‘c in Sotith Vietnam. The base is held by the South Vietnamese.
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estimate. Antique
GII3SON GUITAR and Univox phOne 753-2724 after 4:00
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had three crops made with it, 3-14
Control.
corner
lot across from water a bill:
artha Washington:
Plenty leads. Qualifications: Free inspection.
inch plows, 2-row Ford drill, one
collect
Call
shed. If interested all Mayfield, one do 'silver certificate,
60 International tractor, one 12 ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Married, must enjoy selling, Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247- 247-2539.
A20C 1886.3
Fukher 247,
ft. wheel disc, 4-14 inch fast hitch vice. Box 213, Murray. Ky. C. M honest, dependable, and desire to 6270_ Elbert
(Dist. by Ring F tures Syndloete)
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443Paducah,
Phone,
ahead.
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plow. See Johnny Garland, Route Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarM111C
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AUTOMOTIVE air-conditionin
WANTED TO BUY
-.
rHECE
b(10k
TELEVISION ANTENNA and
.Jeoinpres_sors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
LAE ANOTHER
rotor, $10.00. Phone 753-1989 or
Chrysler,
Ford,
FROM
R.
i:ETTER
Evans,
C.
GM.
USED TRAILERS, also used air
MISS HELEN
A20C
see Stanley Duncan.
May IP
conditioners or what have you. Route 3. Murray.
50ETSTOIZY
Trailer
Dill's
at
Dill
Brandon
See
Court after 4:00p.m.
A21C I WILL repair your lawn mower
TWO ARC Registered German
Shepherds. One male and one
or tiller, rebuild your old motor
female. Also 10 weaned pigs and
WANT TO BUY; logs and or install new one at discount.
A19P
one boar. Call 753-3056.
itanding timber. Also have fa-I-Also put your gun in good
;ale lumber and sawdust. operating condition. Quick
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co service. Phone 753-7863. H. S.
CUB TRACTOR Side mount
TFC Robertson, 1610 Calloway. A21NC
Phone 753-4147.
plow,
mower, grader blade,
THIS MOVIE
cultivators, harrows. Phone 753WILL MAKE
by
needs,
FOR ALL your sewing
A20C
3970.
YOUR HAIR
1969 VOLKSWAGEN Sun Roof all experienced seamstress,
STAND ON
Bids will be taken on removal
Bug. One owner. Mint condition. including formals, wedding
'END
of the parsonage at Kirksey
call
etc.,
wear,
Phone 753-8602.
A19P dresses, casual
United Methodist church located
A23P
Mrs. Close at 753.1314.
adjacent to the church..
1966 CHRYSLER Newport. 2 dr,
All bids must b, in the hardtop.a automatic, power
PAINTER will
possession
of tlie Building steering and brakes. Phone 753- EXPERIENCED
Tape Recorders
painting.
exterior
or
interior
do
5268:"
A19P
Committee at said church by 8:1)
A2OP
489-2287.
Phone
p.m., Wednesday night, April 21.
Stereo Systems
Building must be moved within 30 1968 LEMANS, power steering,
air conditioned, automatic, Call
CHUCKS MUSH'
days of purchase.
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
753-7940 after 6:00 p.m.
CENTER
us completely cover your home
to
appointment
for
489-2323
Call
1411 Main St., Murray, Ky.
weather tight
Al9C 1968 FORD pickup truck, good with Reynolds
see parsonage.
Phone 753-3682
aluminum siding. Also we do
condition. Reasonably priced..
soffitt and overhangs on brick
Phone 753-6438.
Al9C Storm windows & doors, shutters
TRAILER APPLICATIONS NOW being
- VOLKSWAGEN
and carports. Free estimates
Hitch, fits 69-71 Bugs. $12.00. taken for County estate for aged, THE CONTEMPORARY ch4;1'60: Call Garland's Aluminum Ser•
MSC ambulatory. Reasonable rates. Chevy r1971 Truck. VS. long wide vice, Route 1, Kirksey, 4.89-2427 or
Phone 753-8602.
A22P bed. As low as $2596.38. Dwain Sedalia 328-8398.
Call 753-4328 or 436-2173
Mi4(
Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
12x60 TRAILER, all electric,
Street, across from Uncle Jeff's.
Also
condition.
excellent
tioAT AND Mobile Home In- Phone 753-2617. Come by and see;
Kawasaki motorcycle, 100cc. surance Low • rates, broad J. H.Nix, Charles Jenkins or Mac
Reason for selling, going to coverage, excellent claim ser- Fitts.
A21C NEW FACULTY Member, 34SU
needs three bedroom house to
A2fIC
service. Phone 753-6763.
vice. Check with us .before you
rent beginning summer Ca!!
CORVAIR
WITH
extra
engine..
buy.
A211'
Must sell. Phone 753-6564. Al9NC collect, 602-887-6029.
TWO FULL blooded German Galloway Insurance & Real
L'il Abner
Shepherd pups. 2 months' old. Estate Agency.
A19C Murray,Ky.Ph.753-5842 May3C
Phone 474-2386.
e4J T 04-04ILCUN!!
Ai-V v5 MERE_L-1 Tv-1"
THE PLACE to buy those good KATHEY MORTON Riley is now
OLE C.ItJAk13 YO'USED
no
Norge and (tibson appliances,
TOLOCK AT \NW
working at The College Beauty
'5E0-11:3,16GUSTfr
big sale, just low prices every Shop, 1600 West Main. Call for
day. Rowland Refrigeration appointment, 753-4821, WedSales and Service, 110 South 12th nesday through Saturday,800 to
May6C 5:00.
Street.
A20(

.,1141‘*,-

*

.
\
ot
(

- DIRECT SERVICE

3 HERDS OF Chinchilla from HUNTINGD6N
TERMITEcertified stock, $400.00. Also Toy Control.
local
our
Call
. Poodles.. Chinese Pugs. Irish representative, day or night, for
aquariums.
12
birds.
Setters.
free estimate, Mrs. Keys Keel,
complete_with fish. cheap 766-4642.
A20C
Apri122(
Phone 751-I862.

LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332

0001 UOMO GOMM
1100 00010 0M30
MOO caugoomerma
MOM 00300
OWEIO MEMO
MONO MOO OUV
000MOR ammusa
um moo UOMMO
ROMO M000
MOM MD300
UPOROMPOU non
MOOR ODMO
0006 MOB 000

Latin
conjunction
1 Genus of Lathe
Nahoor sheep4 Remainder
Mountain lake
8 Uncooked
Game at bridge
11 Saucy
Everyone
12 Sicilian volcano 10 Tiny
13 Caoutehouc
11 Malay canoe
16 Batylonian
tree
deity
14 Sun god
18 Diving bird
15 Still
17 Fit for plowing 20 Metal
22 Unferingrar
19 Worthless
25 Measuae of
leaving
21 Three toed
weight'
27 Vat
sloths
29 Dawn goddess
23 Gist of story
30 Edible seed
(collo(')
55 Direction
43 Trade
32 Haul
57 Negative
24 Mine entrance
46 Cover
34 Guido's high
59 Prohibit
26 Unit of
48 Vessel
note
60 Time gone by
Siamese
50 Pierces\OM
36 Possessive
currency
horns
61 Cheer pronoun
63 Definite article
28 Retain
52 Scottish
37 Cooling device
landowner
67 Note of scale
31 Negative
39 Pedal digit
69 Indefinite
53 Old musical
33 Regret
40 Be mistaken
instrument
article
35 Fish eggs
Supposing that
to
9
•70 8
•
•
•
ill 3 ;VIM 6
g.;.: 1
Vei.11
3s'. Distinguished
0 10.1-..
.
AO Am.
..:,
41 A continent
'gig 13
t1
(abbr )
*6:12
.e....Ce•
42 Flap
i7
le
18
X:* is . 16
44 Emerged
victorious
Skill
45
19
20 :iE gin"22
47 Break soddenly
555W.:
49 Urge on
MD 28
29 30
26
24 11111 25
127 4IX
51 Baker's product
54 Quarrel
•V::•:•:. 31
C
56 Vast age
'..):`.•Ii"."
58 Remuneration
0137 VA.E.3
.11
.40 fe
59 Cake mix
Wan '
IIIM
62 poesy
64'Prefix - not
65 Mature
4
WillagUMENUMMIS
- 6 Satiate
6
50 ,;•.1C.,51
al ;•:•.1., 49
17
52 53
aXe,
68 Rabbit
*X.:
70 Conjunction
56
4A:, 58
57 .
71 The one here
11:4
1
Pi!:
.
72 Goel
61 5::gi 62
59 60
63 *AN 64
VONi
Mi.4
67
!MK MEI 69
65
MOMUU
M 71 III
70
ACROSS

filleilll 34 VISI•
UUU

arit5. am

c...
..•

Nil
.......

UU

glitI111111:.iii:i

514E CALLED 'NE DEAR'! 514E
LOVES ME!"51NCEREig 5#4E
SAID,. OH,THAT'S f5FAUTiFOL

NOT ANY MORE!! LOOK
AT TV-1F NEW ISSUE Or
'PLOWBOY"- HIS
TYPE IS OUT"'
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Ledger and Times Readers: This INTRODUCTORY OFFER brings you

s500.00-A-MONTH TAX-FREE CASH
WH
EN
EV
YO
ER
GO
U
TO
TH
HO
E
SP
IT
AL
Only 250 covers your entire family for the first month
Pays you cash at the rate of $500.00 a month
ic Pays all cash direct to you (not to doctor or hospital).
for each hospital stay...even for life, if necessary.
Guaranteed Renewable for Life. National Home
Pays in addition to any other companies' coverage
guarantees never to cancel your protection no
you have-including Medicare.
matter how old you become or how many claims you have.
No salesman will call-No medical examination required-No age limit
ACT NOW-YOUR ENROLLMENT FORM MUST BE MAILED BY MIDNIGHT,THURS.,APRIL 22,OR IT CANNOT BE ACCEPTED

o!out of two families will have someone in the hospital this
year! It could be you - or some beloved member of your
O
family-tomorrow..,next week.., next month. Sad to Say, very

65 OR OVER? YOU COLLECT
INADDITION TO MEDICARE BENEFITS
4

few families have anywhere near enough coverage to meet today's soaring hospital costs. These costs have doubled in just a
We have designed this plan as a valuable addition to
few short yeas.
atiThatever is paid by Medicare-or health insurance -you
Stop for a moment. Think how much a loiag stay in the hospimay have with any other companies. In fact, combined
tal will cost you or a loved one. How would you ever pay for
public and private insurance covers only about 57% of
costly, but necessary, X-rays, doctor bills, drugs and medicines!
the total medical costs for people 65 or over. Remembet;
Many have learned the hard way that public and private inchecks will be sent directly to you (not to the doctor or
all
surance pays only 40% of the nation's total medical care bill.
hospital), to give you that "extra" help just when you
What would you do if your pay check stopped, but living exneed it most. Use the tax-free cash any way you see fit.
penses kept going on the same as ever!' The same rent, phone,
In addition to any benefits you may receive from Medifood, all the day-to-day expenses that nester stop.
this National Home plan pays you at the rate of
care,
What is the average breadwinner to do? We believe we have
$250.00 a month for the first 3 months, and $500.00
the answer in our National Home plan that
monthly while hospitalized thereafter ... even for life
Pays yea $500.00-a•month tax-free
if necessary!
cash whenever you are hospitalized.
What a blessing it is when you know you have $500.00 cash
Pays you $300.00-a-month cash whenever
coming in every month when you go to the hospital. You get
any dependent child is hospitalized.
your $500.00-a-month cash - tax-free - as long as you are confined in the hospital. You are covered from the very first day
When you choose Coverage for Children, all your unmarried
for accidents and from the sixth day for sickness-even for
dependent children from age one month through 18 years are
life, if necessary! Most everyone has some insurance or savings
covered, top! What's more, any newborn children you have in
to take care of a one to five-day hospital stay. Since we prothe future are covered autoniatiiv/is at the age of one month
vide lifetime benefits, this "deductible" feature enables us to
-at no additional cost to you. And whenever any of your chilgive you broad„coverage at a lower cost than would otherwise
dren go to the hospital, this National Home plan pays you at
be possible.
the rate of $300.00-a-month cash, for as long as necessary.
Now, this low-cost plan from National Home enables you to
Children are covered for accidents from the first day and for
enjoy this protection at once..Your introductory rate is just
sickness from the sixth day.
25t for the first month's coverage for your entire family. Then,
Pays you tax-free cash Maternity Benefits, too.
you may continue at National Home's regular low rates.
With this plan, you can also collect cash at the rate of $500.00
The added protection you NEED!
a month for every day you are confined to the hospital for pregAll benefits of this $500.00-a-month plan are paid directly to
nancy, childbirth, or even miscarriage. You get this cash, which
you, in tax-free cash, in addition to whatever you may receive
is yours to use as you see fit, when Coverage for Children and
from your insurance with any other company! Use the money
Maternity Benefits have been added to the basic plan. Of
aa you see fit-for hospital or doctor bills, mortgage or rent
course, both parents must be enrolled in this plan for the enpayments, to replace savings-or any necessary, but costly, extire period of pregnancy.
penses not covered by other hospital policies.
Everything costs more these days (need we tell you?) and
Pays you $400.00-a-month cash
hospital care is certainly no exception! While 7 out of 8 Amerfor a Registered Nurse at Home.
icans have 8011te hospital insurance, most have found it does
Here's a wonderful "get well" benefit of this National Home
not cover all bills that pile up when sickness or accident strikes.
plan: You collect cash benefits at the rate of $400.00 a month
That's why National Home developed this low-cost plan that
when your doctor has you employ a full-time registered, nurse
helps you pay hospital costs or other expenses.
within five days after you come home, following a stay in the
We can never cancel your policy!
hospital of five days or more for which benefits were payable.
You can count on this wonderful protection no matter how old
You are paid for, the same number of covered days that you
you become or how many times you collect from us. Your policy
were in the hospital-ercn up,to 12 full months!
guarantees that we can never cancel your protection for any
reason whatsoever. It is Guaranteed Renewable tor Life'
Double Cattle Accichrt Benefit.
And that's not all. Suppose you have a growing family When you and your insured. spouse are hospitalized atthe
this policy (NH10-669). .
• same time for an accidental injury, this National
Home plan
pays you an EXTRAORDINARY DOUBLE CASH
BENEFIT. You receive not $500.00 but $1,000.00 a month.
h accident or
begnsthever
y
Your
spouse receives not $500.00 but $1,000.00 a smonth.
Coverage
NT
Hfor:
That's
$2,000.00 in all, in cash payments to you every
first day in the hospital: sickness coverage bemonth
under age 65) starting the day you enter the hospital when
gins the sixth day in the hospital.
for as
long as you both remain there.
$250.00-A-MONTH CASH for the first three
months, when you're 65 or over. And a full
Pays you up to 52,000.00 cash
$500 00'A-MONTH CASH thereafter-even for
for these accidental losses...
life. Coverage for accidents begins the very
The accidental loss of limbs or eyesight can be
first day in the hospital; sickness coverage beterrible. But
if such loss occurs any time within 90 days of
gins the sixth day in the hospital.
the
collect $1,000.00 for the complete loss of a hand accident, you
p-AyS$300.00-A-MONTH CASH if a covered Child is
the sight of an eye-and 12,000.00 for loss of two or a foot or
hospitalized for injury or illness. Coverage for
limbs or the
sight of both eyes.
*--••• accidents begins the very first day in the hosMal; sickness coverage begins the sigh day
Waiver of premium benefit.
in the hospital. And the benefits contIue for
Should you-the policyowner-be hospitalized for 8
as long as necessary'.
weeks or more, this National Home plan will PAY consecutive
ALL PRE$2,000.00-AMONTH CASH when"both husMIUMS that come due for you and all Covered
band and wife(under age 65) are hospitalized
your family while you are confined to the hospitalMembers of
at the same time-tor accidental injury for as
beyond the
initial 8-week period. And your protection continues
long as both remain in the hospital-even for same as if you were paying the premiums yourself. just the
life, if necessary.
you leave the hospital and must return for the same Then, if
$400.00'A-MONTH CASH "for a registered
before you have resumed full normal activities for 90condition
nurse at home if your doctor has.you hire one
will again pay any premiums while you are in the days, we
hospital...
within five days following a covered hospital
forthe total confinement! This means you pay no
premiums,
confinement of five days or.more.
yet your full protection remains in force.
up to $2,000.00 CASH for complete accidetit
These are the ONLY exclusions!
loss of limbs or eyesight.
Your National Home policy covers every kind of
dent except conditions caused by: act of war: any sickness or acct.'
mental disease or
LICENSED BY THE COMMONWEAL1H
OF KENTUCKY
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HERE'S ALL YOU DO TO RECEIV
OUR POLICY: .
1. Complete this brief
I
2. Cut out along
I 3. Enclose Form iPtenvelope with 25 and
mail to.
Enrollment Form,
dotted line.
I
National Home, Vaftsy Forge, Pa. 19481

\IIII mewl 1111
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OFFICIAL ENROLLMENT FORM
Official brolfrnent Form for the Hospitalization
Indemnity Plan
NATIONAL HOME LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
An Old Line Legal Reserve Company of St. Louis,
Missouri
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE, VALLEY FORGE, PENNSYLVANIA

(Please Print)

4-1381-0-30

NAME .
ik414s
miss
First

Middle Initial

4I In%008666-66N

ADDRESS

eiss"

last

Street or RD a
STAT.E

CITY
DATE OF BIRTH

ZIP

AGE

SEX

Male El Female fl
Month
Day ,
Year
OCCUPATION
List all dependents to be covered under this Plan (DO NOT include
name that appears above Use separate sheet if
necessary.)
NAME (Please Print)

•

•
RELATIONSHIP'

DATE OF BIR,Ttl
SEX , MONTH f DAY
YEAR
T -

AGE

2
•

3
4
5
EJ Check here if you want Coverage for your Children.
[j] Check here if you want Coverage for your Children and Maternity
Benefits.
I hereby, enroll in National Home's Hospital Plan and am enclosing
the first month's premium to cover myself and all
other
Covered Members listed above To the best of my knowledge and
belief neither I nor any person listed above has been
refused Or had Cancelled any health, hospital or life insurance coverage due
to reasons of health I understaruil that thisPolicy will become effective when issued and that pre-existmg conditions will
be covered after two years.
Signature X
Date
11.HAs10
NHIO 669 EP 5(500)
MAIL THIS ENROLLMENT FORM BEFORE MIDNIGHT,THURS.,
APItli. 22,1971

•••••••••••
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disorder; pregnancy, except as provided under the Maternity Benefit
provison; and any sickness or injury you had before the Effective
Date of your policy.
... during the first 2 years only.
This last item is a real help 'f you already have a health
170
s
problem. If you are sick beforeyou take out this policy,
will even be covered for that condition after the policy has you ‘,?'
been
in effect for 2 years. Meanwhile, of course, every new condition
Net17.,,,7
is covered.
IN
.IONationally known and respected.
- This is the kind of outstanding protection you may have
NO
seen
' in Reader's Digest, Parents', National Geographic and other
leading publications. The special plans offered by the National
3'30
Liberty Corporation group of companies are today helping
policyowners in all 50 states - and marry foreign countries paying benefits at the rate of more than $1,500,000.00 a
lie
In addition, our Company has a RECOMMENDED month.
rating
from Best's Insurance Reports, one of the foremost
insurance
110
authorities in the nation.

Medical Costs Skyrocketing!

fast,reliable chilm service when needed most.
You never really know how good a policy is until you have
to
make a claim. Thai's why we think you'll be interested in
what
some of our National Home members have to say. Their
comments-quoted below-are typical of the hundreds of
expressions
of appreciation we receive from policyowners every
week.
"Received your checks totaling $585.68 for injury. I appreciated your kindness and promptness in the claim. It
certainly
came in handy and I had less worries knowing I hatillthis
tection. You certainly paid all the benefits stated in the propolicy
without question."MRS. ANGELA B.
HARDY, Abbeville, Louisiana
-"You folks were very prompt in sending the money when
Wife went US the hospital for surgery. Thank you so much."my
HAROLD DOVENBORG, Zanesville, Ohio
"I was more than satisfied with the way my claim was
handled.
One couldn't ask for better service and the 'get well soon'
sage was one of the nicest thoughts on your part. I thankmesyou
iincerely."
MARGUERITE LINDAU, Duluth, Minnesota

N

\

Outstanding Americans like these
Recommend this Coverage.

DR. E. STANLEY JONES, internationally
known et ngelist, author, missionary statesnian: "In er ring low-cost health insurance by
mail, you are endering a valuable service to
thousands of
le who have no other opportunity to avail t mselves of such protection.
It's reassuring to
ow that policyowners insured by the Nation
Liberty group are receiving more than $1, 0,000.00 a month in
benefits."
JEROME HI,' S, leading bass with the Metropolitan Opera ompany: "It seems to me that
the concept of hea
insurance by mail is a very
sensible one. It's q 'ck, easy and economical.
Nobody makes surprisevisits to your home to
ask personal questions. here's no medical examination. And costly processing charges are
eliminated. This means more, rotection at less
cost. I congratulate National I me Life Assurance Company for meeting a re need."

National Liberty commended in\ .
the Congressional Record of the\
United states Congress
National Liberty (S».poration, parent of
National Home Life Assurance Company,
has been commended in the United States
Congressional Rerord -for brirrging lowcrist insurance to the general public:
"National Liberty deserves recognition
for providing service beyond the expected,
service willingly offered to those who are
not being eared for in other ways. This is the secret of
success for its low-cost insurance plans. With the highest public interest.,at heart, the National Liberty Corporati-On. group of companies combines reliability and
quality of service with noteworthy price advantages. It
is to be commended on its leadership and vision in this
field of human welfare."
Why you must act before the date shown on your
Enrollment form-just a few days from today.
Why do we give you so little time to enroll in this plan? Because this is a guaranteed enrollment offer, we can open the
enrollment only during a limited time period-with a firm
deadline date for everyone. To provide you with this broad
coverage at these rates, we must receive your Enrollment Form
during the same period as all the others.
As soon as we receive your Enrollment Form we will rush
your policy to you by First Clliss Mail. When your policy arrives, examine it in the privacy of your own home. It is a
very short document and you'll be pleasantly surprised to see
there O- no fine- print: Show it, if you wish, to your doctor,
wyer, insurance agent, or some other trusted advisor.
Here are your low rates.
g rate chart shows how little it costs after the first
The follo
yourself, your spouse and any adult dependent.
month to co
Naturally, at t
low rates, we can issue you only one policy
It, 16 or over, pays the rate shown fortis
of this type. Each
or her age.
Age at
Enrollment
16-44
45-49
50 54
55-74
75-79
80-84
85 and over

Monthly Premium
per Adult
. only $2.95
. only $3.40
(y$3.75
on
35
only
only $5.5
only $6.65

Only $1.65 more per month'covers all your unmarried de
ent children ... from the age of one month through 18 years.
Newborn children are covered automatically at the age of ones
month - at no additional cost. And then if you wish, just add
$1.16 monthly to that, and you're covered forldaternity Benefits, t00.
NOTE, The regular monthly premium shown here (for age at time of eo.
eeeee at you pass from on• age bracket
will not riutornatically
io ON next! Once you have enrolled in this National Horne plan, your rat•
bec•use
how
changed
of
much or how often you collect from
be
never
• an
advanced age-but only if there is a general rate ed.
.,s-or because of
o ustrnitrit, up or down, on all policies of this type in your entor• state!
Act NOW-"Later" May Be Too Late!
Just 25( covers you and your family for first month.
TIME 1.$ PRECIOUS! Act quickly. (Ni' salesman will calls
Get your Enrollment Form into the mail liodity -because once
you stiffer an accident or sickness, it's .Tou LATE to buy
protection at a•iy cost. That's why we urge you to act today
-before anything unexpected hdlppens.
J National Liberty Corporation brings you the

Ism
1968
1.411
1970
1857-59:100
SOURCE: U.S. DEPT. OF LABOR, WASHINGTON,D.C

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
ABOUT THIS NATIONAL HOME PLAN
1. How much will I be paid when I go to the hospital?
YOU will receive cash at the rate of $500.00 a month ($16.67
a
day). When you're 65 or over, you collect On addition to any Medicare benefits) $250.00 a month for the first 3 months. and
$500.00 monthly while you remain continuously hospitalized
thereafter. And you collect cash for an accident even if you're in
the hospital for only one day. Coverage for illness begins the sixth
day-and benefits are paid in full for as long as you're hospitalised
... even for life, if necessary.
2. Do you pay me cash when my-children go to the hospital?
You collect cash at the rate of $300.00 a month whenever any of
your children (age 1 month through 18 years) go to the hospitalif Coverage for Children is added to the basic plan. Coverage for
accidents begins on the first day-sickness on the sixth day. And
if you have a growing family-as soon as any newborn child is one
Month old, he, too, is covered-automatically
at no additional
cost.
•
3. When do I start to collect hospital benefits?
This new plan (NH10-669) covers you from the very first day for
accidents and from the sixth der for sickness-even for lute. if
necessary! Most everyone has some Insurance or savings to take
care of a one to fivesday hospital stay. Since we provide lifetime
benefits, this "deductible" feature enables us to give you broad
coverage at a lower cost than would otherwise be possible.
4. Will you pay me cash benefits for pregnancy?
Yes. when Coverage for Children and Maternity Benefits have been
added to the basic plan. You collect cash at the rate of $500.00 a
month for pregnancy, childbirth or miscarriage that results in a
hospital stay. (Both parents have to be enrolled in this plan for
entire pregnancy period.)
5. Suppose I'm hospitalized for a long time and can't meet
my premium payments?
If you-the policyowner-are hospitalized for 8 consecutive weeks
or more, thus plan will PAY ALL PREMIUMS that come due for you
and all Covered Members of your family while you are confined to
Alie hospital beydihrl the mutual 8-week period. You aren't expected
to pay us back, either.
, 6. Now tell me what's the "catch"-what doesn't my policy
cover?
Set ready for a welcome surprise. Your policy covers everything
except conditions caused by: act °ewer; any mental disease or
'disorder; pregnancy, except as provided under the Maternity Benefit provision; confinements within a U.S. Government hospital or a
nursing or convalescent facility; and any sickness or injury you
before the Effective Date of your policy-but even this last
' elusion" is done away with after you've-been a policyowner for
only two years. Everything else is definitely covered.
7. Whit are the requirements to enroll in this National
Home plan?
You must not have been refused or had cancelled any health, hospital or life insiMance due to reasons of health, and to qualify during this Enrollment Period-you must enroll before midnight of
the date shown On the Enrollment Form
8. Besides saving mooey-are there any other advantages
to joining thls plan during this Enrollment Period?
Yes A very important one is that you don't need to tomplete a
lengthy, detailed application-his the brief enrollment
Form'in
the corner of this page. Also, dining this Enrollment Period
there
are no extra requirements for el 'sty, and no "waivers"
or
restrictive endorsements can be put óq your policy!
9. How do I enroll?
Fill out the brief Enrollment Form and mail it"with just 25C for the
first month's protection for your entire family.
ail to: National
Home, Valley Forge, Pa. 19481.
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MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
We wilt send your National Home policy by mail Examine it carefully in the privacy of your own home.
Show it, if you wish, to your own ipsurance agent,
doctor, lawyer or other trusted advisor. If you decide,for any reason, that you don't want to continue
as a member of this plan, return the policy within 15
days of the date you receive it, and we will promptly
refund your money. Meanwhile, you will be fully protected while making your decision!
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National Home Life Assurance Company
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National
s Life Assurance Company
a division o ationat Liberty Corporation
.
Governor MINarn It
zr,,c.leitrna.
,
, ui rm Board
t. Adm.Officer: Valley
rge,Pennsylvania
This policy is underwritten by National
e Life, Assurance Company, at ola line legal reserve company
St _Louis. Missouri.
National - Home is licensed by your -.we anti
les full legai reserves for Ihe protecs-,- •-,1 „ - ,- ,-,,,,- r •
Established 1920- Over 50 Years of Service
,
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